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A B S T R. A C T 
Harmonic distortion of three phase power systems is caused by 
large amounts of electric power consumers using power electronic 
installations (e.g. drives and rectifiers). It has a number 
of undesirable consequences and has become an increasingly 
important problem with the rapid growth and ready availability of 
the power electronic devices and installations. 
A famous mathematical technique called "symmetrical components" 
was used to model the fundamental components of three phase 
s~rstems. 
The aim .;:; 0.L 
This method was extended to various harmonics. 
thjs thesis is t  measure both the magnitudes and 
phase angles of various harmonics which exist in three phase 
power systems, and to express them in symmetrical components. 
A digital electronics and microprocessor- based instrument was 
designed and constructed using the novel signal modulation 
technique called "+1 and -1" which was developed by the author of 
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" Where shall I begin .. please your Majesty ? " he asked. Begin 
at the beginning, the King said, gravely, " and go on till you 
come to the end: then stop. 
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, 
Lewis Carroll 















1-1. An introduction to harmonic distortion . 
The aim of an electric power system is to provide a supply of 
electricity to large numbers of consumers. Ideally this 
electricity is supplied as a perfectly sinusoidal voltage of 
constant amplitude and frequency. In practice the operation of 
the supply system and the use made of the supply by the consumers 
causes various deviations from the ideal. One form of deviation 
is distortion of the waveform. This problem has become 
increasingly important with the ready. availability of power 
electronic devices. 
1-2. Causes of harmonics. 
If a power system is to supply a good sinusoidal voltage the 
generators themselves must generate a sinusoidal waveform. 
Starting at the generator terminals the first components·to 
affect the waveform are the transformers. Partial saturation of 
the iron causes the magnetising current to differ significantly 
from a sine wave, which is to say that it contains harmonic 
components [ 1 ] • The contribution of harmonics of the 
magnetising current to the distortion of the supply voltage 
depends on the source impedance of the supply and the magnitude 
of the harmonic currents. 
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Larger amounts of harmonic distortion are more usually caused by 
various types of rectifying load. For a rectifier of a given 
size, the harmonic currents are affected by the pulse number and 
the possible application of phase angle control [ 2 J. Loads 
containing saturated iron cores also draw distorted current. 
Significant amounts of harmonic distortion may arise, not only 
from large installations, but also from the combined effect of a 
large number of small installations. The manufacturers of 
household appliances should adopt power supply circuits that do 
not cause large switch- on transients, for examples as in TV 
receivers, heaters and boilers [ 3 J. These transients are 
equivalent to injecting a substantial amount of harmonic currents 
into the supply as well as in some cases direct currents. 
1-3. Harmonic currents and their effects on system voltages. 
The harmonic voltage distortion can be found as the product of 
the harmonic curre~t and the impedance at that frequency of the 
component or components through which it flows. The harmonic 
voltage distortion is liable to reach unusually high values when 
the harmonic current encounters a parallel or series resonant 
circuit [ 4 J. Since a parallel combination of inductance and 
capacitance presents a high impedance to current, the harmonic 
voltage distortion will be increased. A series resonant circuit 
provides a low impedance path for currents which will in turn 
cause increased voltage distortion across the inductive and 
capacitive branches. An electricity distribution network 
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contains inductive components, usually in the form of the leakage 
reactance of tr·ansformers. Capacitors are often connectsd far 
power factor correction and in cable networks, the cable 
capacitance can also form part of a tuned circuit. 
The maximum voltage distortion on a power system does not 
necessarily occur at the point of connection of the distorting 
load. Magnification may very well be caused at relatively 
remote points on the network and this must always to be kept in 
mind when connecting distorting loads. 
1-4. The disadvantages of harmonic distortion. 
Harmonic distortion has a number of undesirable consequences. 
Harmonic distortion increases the current carried by capacitors 
connected to the system, particularly when they unexpectly form 
part of a resonant circuit. Such current may operate a 
protective device causing the capacitor to be disconnected, or 
may, over a period, reduce the life of the capacitor [ 4 J. 
The most serious effect upon a.c. machines of system harmonics is 
' 
an increase in machine losses [ 5~ 6,. 7 J. The major component 
of e>: tr a lass occut-s in the r-otor-. Harmonic voltage distortion 
has little effect upon the torque or power developed by a machine 
but can give rise to torque pulsations which could be significant 
[ 6, 7 ]. 
Some electronic equipment uses the supply voltage waveform direct 
-ly to control the switching instant of thyristors and similar 
components. Distortion of the voltage wave can adversely affect 











the performance of such devices, particularly when the distortion 
.is severe, and the voltage may cross the zero line or so~e other 
level more than twice per cycle [ 2 J. Since the ear is most 
sensitive to sounds having frequences around 1 KHz, the 
introduction of voltages of this frequency into a telephone 
system will lead to a disturbing hum [ 2 ]. Such disturbances 
can occur when telephone lines run parallel with power lines 
carrying distorted currents with appreciable high frequency 
conponents [ 2 J. Distorted currents will also increase the 
losses in the supply system both because a given power supply 
requires a larger r.m.s. current and as a result of additional 
skin effect losses [ 2 J. 
1-5. Harmonic elimination. 
Most of the information on harmonic control relates to the three-
phase a.c.- d.c. or a.c.- a.c. power converter. There are in 
general two accepted ways in which the harmonics developed by the 
converter can be controlled. The first method is to increase 
the pulse number of the converter and the second is to install 
harmonic filters [ 2 ]. In the first case the orders of the 
characteristic harmonic for a waveform with pulse number p are 
pq ± 1, where q is an integer. Therefore, the higher the pulse 
number, the ,higher the frequency of the lowest order harmonic 
produced. Moreover as the harmonic order increases, its 
amplitude decreases. On the other hand, harmonic filters 
connected to a.c. system generally have two functions, i.e. to 
f 2. 











reduce harmonic vo.L"tage 5 d t b 1 th - =" curren e ow _ e permitted levels 
and also the to provide of some of the reactive power absorption. 
There have been several attempts to achieve harmonic control by 
other means. Three of these are: 
1. Magnetic flux compensation ~or power transformers. 
A current transformer is use to detect the harmonic 
components coming from the non-linear load and these are 
fed through an an amplifier into the tertiary winding of 
a transformer in such a manner as to cause cancellation 
of the harmonic current concerned [ 8 ]. 
2. Harmonic re-injection for low puls -number converters to 
emulate the qualities of higher pulse-number converters. 
The d.c. ripple output of 6-pulse convertor and the 
output of its feedback converter can be combine together 
to produce a 12-pulse waveform on the d.c. side [ 9 ] • 
3. Multi-layer cables are composed of different materials 
with higher values of resistance on the outside layers. 
This is to eliminate the higher harmonics which propagate 
along the outside layers due to the skin-effect for d.c. 
transmission lines. This method was utilized in the 
d.c. transmission lines between coal enriched Siberia and 
the industrially dense European part of USSR [ 10 J. 
All the methods mentioned above are generally complicated and 












1-6. Measurement of Harmonic Distortion. 
For many years the standard method of measuring harmonic 
distortion was to select the appropriate frequency component from 
the distorted wave by means of a tuned circuit. Another 
approach is to use the sampling circuits to store the 
instantaneous values of the waveform at successive instants 
during the cycle and to compute a Fourier analysis on- line. 
Signal modulation technique is also one of the alternative way, 
which separates the various frequencies components of the signal 
by means of modulating them with a special modulating waveform. 
1-?r Aim of this thesisc 
The principle objective of this project is to design and 
construct an instrument capable of measuring both magnitude and 
phase of harmonic power flow. The method adapted in this 
thesis is the signal modulation technique. 
There are si :-: 
main areas which need close examination with 
reference to harmonic monitoring techniques of 
this project. 
Primarily, 
the electronic components used in building the 
instrument must be highly precise, e.g. the input scaling 
circuits must employ very low offset type operational 
amplifers and the analogue- to- digital converter must be stable 
and should have high resolution quality. 
connected ta the harmonic generators, 
Secondly, the meters 
which are used to 
calibrate the readings of the instrument, must be very accurate. 
It will be perfect for testing accuracy if electronic programm-
14 











able harmonic generators are employed instead of the traditional 
synchronous rotating generators. The electronic generators cons-
ist of high resolution and precise digital-to-analog converters. 
The shapes, amplitudes and angles of their output waveforms can 
also be programmed. Since the output waveforms, amplitudes 
and angles are known and are highly stable, it is not neq~ssar:y to 
rely on analogue meters and oscilloscopes, etc. Analogue 
meters often generate inaccurate readings. Thirdly, the 
frequency response and accuracy of the current transformers is 
important. Large input current signals will have to'be stepped 
down, so that their amplitudes are compatible with the electronic 
equipment. Fourthly, the type of analytic technique must be 
considered to give maximum accuracy and potential of real-
time speed of measurement. Fifthly~ the instrument must be 
designed to have the capabilit  of communication with other 
instruments or controllers. Finally, the results must 
I 
be 
interpreted correctly by the equipment and presented in a 
meaningful manner. 











For every problem there is one solution which is simple, neat 
and wrong. 












2 Mathematical Model of Harmonics 
2-1. Symmetrical Components Analysis. 
The electrical power system normally operates in a balanced 3 
phase sinusoidal steady state mode. However, there are certain 
situations which can cause unbalanced operation. The most severe 
of these is a short circuit or fault. Less severe conditions 
are the presence of large amount of single phase loads and their 
unequal distribution. A long untransposed transmission lines 
inherently also causes unbalance ( 11, 12 J. 
Arbitrarily unbalanced three phase voltages or currents can be 
transformed into ~ sets of balanced 3-phase components or 
symmetrical components [ 13 J. We can transform an arbitrarily 
unbalanced condition into symmetrical components, compute the 
system response by straight- forward circuit analysis on simple 
circuit models, and transform the results back into the original 
phase variables. 
In a general 3-phase circuit, we must deal with a minimum of 
three voltages and three currents. The specific definitions are 
shown in Fig. 2.1 . Each voltage and current is considered as 
being a sinusoidal steady state waveform and therefore may be 
expressed using phaser notation as shown in Fig. 2.2 ( 14 ]. 
Modern technique in the calculation of system unbalanced 
conditions demands a knowledge of the theory of symmetrical 
components and the phase sequence characteristics of the 
individual parts of the system. 
It 
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It is possible ta analyse any given system of three- phase 
unbalanced phasers into three other balanced phaser systems which 
are called positive negative and zero phase sequence phasors 
respectively . 
The positive phase sequence system is that in which the phase 
or line voltages and or currents reach their maxima in the same 
order as do those of the normal supply. 
It is conventionally assumed that all phasers rotate in a 
counter- clockwise direction , and the positive phase sequence 
system is that in which the phase maxima occur in the order ABC 
[ 15 ] . 
Conversely the negative phase sequence system is that in which 
while rotating in the same direction as the 
positive phase sequence phasors namely , counter- clockwise , 
reach their maxima in the order ACB [ 15 ]. 
The zero phase sequence system is a single- phase phasor , and it 
represents the residual voltage or current which is present in 
three- phase circuit under fault conditions when a fourth wire is 
present either as a direct metallic connection or as a double 
earth on the system [ 15 J • 
. The positive phase sequence systems of voltages and currents are 
those which correspond to the normal load conditions [ 16 J. 
The negative phase sequence systems of voltages and currents are 
those which set up in the circuit by the fault and their 
magnitudes are a direct measure of the superposed fault 
conditions between phases The individual voltages and 
currents of this system are confined to the three lines [ 16 ]. 











The zero phase sequence systems of voltages an~ currents are set 
up in the circuit by the fault, and their magnitudes are a direct 
measure of the superposed fault conditions to earth • The 
voltages and currents of this system embrace the fourth wire 
( m- gr-.ound ) in addition to the three 1 i ne wires [ 16 J. 
The fundamental frequency positive- and negative- sequence 
impedance of machines rotating close to synchronous speed differ 
considet-ably. This is due to the fact that the stator developed 
rotating flux field set up by the positive-sequence voltages 
component is largely magnetizing~ only small currents are induced 
in the r-otor. However~ negative-sequence currents of double 
frequency are induced in the rotor and the impedance is 
determined largely by the leakage fluxes of the stator and rotor 
As has been stated above, the method is applicable for quantities 
which may be represented by sinusoidal voltages and currents. 
For problems in which higher harmonics play an important part the 
----------~------------------------------------------------------
method is also applicable. 
2-2. S7rnrneiricC1i components of various harmonics. 
A distorted current or voltage waveform can be represented by the 
well- known Fourier series which is the sum of a fundamental and 
a series of harmonic components. For this to be be valid, the 
distorted waveform has to have the same wave shape for an 












Distorted waves of a periodic nature can be resolved into a 
. . . . ~ f ~ mcn~al and hiqher harmonics. Fourier series cons1st1ng o~ a unua - •L - _ 
The result can be expressed in the general form 
u<t) = /2 [ H1 cos (1._rt + ¢1 > + H2 cos 2 \1tJt + ¢ .. o 
+ H3 cos 3 (1<Jt + Jii53) + • • • • • • J 
( 2.1 
in which Ht, H2 , .... ,represent the r.m.s. values of amplitude 
.••.... represent the phase angle of the 
respective harmonics. This relation can also be expressed in 
exponential terms as 
cD 
u (t/ - Re h 2 Hn ·e}:p jn(wt + }21n> = 
n:I 
= Re 12. [ H1 e>~p j ( ~·Jt +¢1 ) + H2 e>:p j2<wt+,¢2> 
+ H3 e:<p j3°<wt+.¢3> + •.•••• J 
' ~ ? .. L • .._ 
The phase relationship between the fundamental and the harmonic 
components is always important. When several different sources 
combine together, the phase angle of the harmonic components may 
differ considerably and the resulting distortion may be emphasis-
ed or reduced. 
The advantage of this method of representing a distorted wave as 
being made up of a fundamental and a series of harmonics is that~ 
in a linear system each harmonic component may be considered 
separately, and the final distortion may be found by superposi-
tion of the various components. 
22 











2-2-1. Positive- sequence System . 
Considering first the symmetrical system of three- phase currents 
or voltages Ua1, Ubl and Ucl in Fig. 2.2 . Being balanced, 
Ual, Ubl and Ucl have equal amplitudes are displaced 120 deg. 
relative to each other other ~ and 
00 
Ua1(t) - Re ,..,'2 l Hn e}:p jn(v..it +<'.Xn) e}:p jn(O) 
11~1 
= F~e .12 r H1 exp j (wt+(Xl) + H2 e>:p j2 (i.-Jt+(X2) I. 
+ H3 e>:p ·~r t...1..Q'.-' J . .:: .• ~£J • . .::.J + . . . . . . ] (2.3.a) 
00 
Ubl \·U ·- Re /2 2 Hn e:<p jn <wt +Ci. n) exp jn (4fi /3) 
Re ,/2 [ Hl e>:p j (wt+Ct'l+4 ti /3) + H2 e:-:p j2 <wt+~2+41'i /3) 
Uc 1 (t) = 
+ H3 e>:p j3 <wt+lfa+41'1 /3) + ] 
cl) 
l Hr. e>:p jn (11-Jt + r:J.. n) e>:p jn <2T1 /3) 
n:.1 
(2.3.b) 
= Re /2. [ Hl e>:p j C1t-Jt+CX1+2N /3) + H2 e>:p j2 <wt+~2+2fl i3) 
+ H3 e>:p j3(wt+t.<3+2f1i3) + ] (2.3.c) 
or, by substituting a = e>:p j<2N13J and a·'··2 = exp j <41't' /3) 
Ua1(t} = Re h r );·..::. L 
Hl e:-<p j (vJt+~l) + H'"' ..:.. exp j2 (~.yt+lX2> + H3 e>:p j3 <wt+<X'.31 
+ .. . . ] (2.4.a) 
Ubl(t) = Re J2. ( 
a:'--2 Hl e>:p j (wt+Q'l} + a H2 e>~p j2 (wt+a'.2> + H3 exp j3(wt+Q3> 
+ • • • • ] (2.4.b) 
Ucl(t) =Re /2 [ 
a H1 exp j (~-"11t+<Y1) + a·····2 H2 e>:p j2 {wt+ct2> + H3 exp j3 <wt+q3) 
+ • • • • ] (2.4.c) 
23 











Thus it will be seen that the fundamental terms <Hl) possess a 
positive-sequence <as do the fourth and seventh, etc. harmonics), 
the second harmonic terms CH2) possess a negative-sequence (also 
fifth and eleventh, etc .. 1 and the third harmonic terms (H3) 
possess a zero-sequence Calso all multiples of three). These 
results are summarized in Table 2-1. 
2-2-2. Negative-sequence System. 
Likewise~ consider system of three phase currents or voltages 
Ua2, Ub2 and Uc2 
c:J) 
Ua2 \'t) = F= h. l Hn e:-:p jn Cwt + j n) e:-:p jn (0) 
t'\:-.I 
- Re 12 [ Hi e}:p j (wt+}l> + H2 e}:p 
+ H3 e:-:o -~· tj~> j.:;, t.W + .:;. + . a . . . . 
co 
Ub2 CU = Re /2 :L Hn e>:p jn(wt +}rd e}:p j <21'-r /3) 
YI::: I 
-- F:e /2 [ H1 e:-:p j (wt+j1+2N 13> + H2 e>:p 
+ H3 e>:p j3 <wt+j3+2N /3) + 
cc 
Uc2(t) = Re ,fi 2 Hn exp jn (~..;t +) n) e>:p j <4N /3) 
l'\::f 
= Re r.=. ( Hl' e>:p j (wt+ J1 +4 ti /3) + H2 .-t""L e:{p 





j2 Cwt+ j2+4f1 /3) 
] (2.5.c) 











again by substituting a = 
Ua2(t) == Re /2 [ 
~· 1 .J ..
Ub2 (ti 
e:-:p j 
= h'=. r.:;. r 
. ''= "'L. .... 
j (21J /3) and a·' .. 2 = e:-:p j<4N/3) 
J._:;. _t'>/ + .:.:,} --( t ;-·
+ ] (2.6.a) 
a H1 e:-:p j (Nt+}l) + a:''2 H2 e>:p j2{wt+j2) + H3 e:{p j3(wt-+j3> 
+ ] (2.6.b) 
Uc2(t) = Re ,/2 [ 
a-·-··2 Hl (v-Jtj 1) + a H2 e vn "t"' j2(wt-tj2) + H3 exp j3(wt:J3) 
+ ] <2.6.c) 
The fundamental terms <Hl) have a negative-sequence (as do· the 
fourth and seventh, etc. har-moni cs) , the second harmonic ter-ms 
<H2! have a positive-sequence (also fifth and eigth, etc.) and 
the third harmonic terms <H3) have a· zero-sequence (also all 
multiples of three). These results are also summarized in 
Table 2-1 . 
2-2-3. Zero- sequence System • 
If a purely zero- sequence system is considered with phasor 
diagr-am as shown in Fig. 2.2.d . UaO(t), UbO\t) and UcO(t) are 
equal in magnitude and in phase so that the fundamental and all 
the harmonic terms CHnl are of zer-o-sequence. 
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TABLE 2-1. SEQUENCE OF HARMONICS IN THREE-PHASE SYSTEMS 
2-3'. Relationship between line and phase voltages and currents 
with harmonics. 
When substantial harmonics are present the /3 relation between 
line and phase quantities ( i.e. V line = /3 V phase > of the 
star- connection of a 3- phase system no longer holds. Harmonic 
voltages in successive phases are ± 2~n/3 out of phase with each 












Vab (t) = Va_ ( t) - \lb ( t) 
00 
= Re ./2 2 Vn [ e}-:p jn(wt + ¢n) - e>:p jn{wt + fin + 4f1 /3) ] 
11== I 
00 
- /2 L Vn [ CDS n(wt + flfn) - cos n(wt + ¢n + 4ti /3) ] 
n:::I 
00 
= ./2 2 Vn L 2 sin n(wt + ~n + 2N/3) sin n <2'fi /3) ] 
n=-1 
When n = 3,6,9, etc. Vab becomes zero, i.e. no triple harmonics 
exist in the line voltages. Similarly, for the delta- connected 
three phase system , a complete path for the triple harmonic 
currents is formed. These currents flow in phase around the 
loop and the relation of I line = ./-i. I phase also no longer 
holds. 
When analysing the penetration of harmonics into a power network 
it is usual to assume that the effective inductive reactance for 
the nth harmonic is n times the fundamental value <Zt = j nWf L> 
and the capacitive reactance is 1/n times (le = 1/ j nt.Jf C> 
[ 14 ] • 
21 











There is a Turkish proverb to the effect that ' the world belongs 
to the dissatisfied. ' 
I believed in this saying absolutely. 
For me the one great underlying principle of all human progress 
is that 'divine discontent, makes men strive for better 
conditions and improved methods. 












3 HARMONIC MONITORING 
There are three areas L•Jhi ch need· close e>:ami nation t"1i th reference 
to harmonic monitoring. These are the current transformer, 
signal processing equipment and interpretation of results. 
3-1. Character of Current Transformer. 
The simplified equivalent circuit of current transformer is shown 
in Fig. 3. 1. [ 18 J. 
Defining 
L2 = Leakage reactance referred to secondary 
Le = Magnetising reactance referred to secondary 
L,t -- Terminating r·eactance of secondary 
Cw = Reactance due to wire capacitance referred to secondary 
For low frequencies, the effect of wire capacitance ( Cw J can be 
neglected and therefore 
., , 
J. 2. = ( N1/N2 
Ie = E2 I W Le 
I 2 :::. I 5_ - Ie 
r, 
Substituting equations (3.1) and (3.3) into equation (3.4} 
Ez = w ( L:i. + L.t r <N11N2i I, Ie ] L 
To predict I2 for a given r,with known termination ( L ,e. 
equation ( 3.5 ) has two unknowns ( E2 and Ie ) The 
< 1 ._.. 
3.2 
< ._, . < . _, 
3. 4 
3.5 
second relation between E~ and le is the magnetization curve 
) 
) 
( E2 versus Ie If equation 3.5 > is plotted 











on the same coordinates as the m~qne-L';7~_t 1- 0n 'F- - ~) th =- --"" curve \ 1g.-.:: .• L , e 
i nter~secti on of the b-.io plots will represent a solution for E
2 
and Ie ~ Knowing le ~ now I 2 can be solved . The 
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increases with increasing CT current and 
by high terminating impedance 




short circuit the CT error is not zero , due to the internal 
leakage reactance of the CT . 
The typical freguency response of a CT is plot of the magnitude 
of the current ratio, that is, !Output current! / tinput currentl 
= IGCjWe> I , as a function of radian frequency We , that is as 
the frequency of forcing function We change far a fixed load. 
[ 19 ] . The magnitude of the force function is maintained 
constant during the process of taking data for the IG(jWe) I 
versus We plot CFig. 3.3> 
When a current transformer operating at 50 or 60 Hz carries very 
low current, the absolute error increases because the magnetising 
current becomes more significant. The better the CT quality, the 
smaller is the effect. As frequency increases, magnetising 
reactance increases and magnetising current decreases (see 
equation 3.2 ) , so that for small current a CT produces a higher 
output of current at high frequencies than at low frequencies. 
Er-rors due to core losses and secondary leakage inductance and 
winding capacitance are only significant at frequencies 
30 
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o+ abCJ\tE' 20 KHz gener·cilly .. Bel ow 20 !<Hz. commercially 
to be adequate for harmonics 
tai·.ei1 
to r·educe the 
reauired CT voltage and , consequently the magnetising 
21 lt is recommended that tviisted-- pair 01- coa;-::ial leads from 
tt1e CT to the test equipment as short as possible to 
minimize unwanted pickup • 
3) If the CT is a multi- winding type, use the highest r-atios 
of secondary/primary . Higher· r·atios r-equir·e 1 ower· 
magnetising current and tend to be more accur-ate . 
-:: ·-· :--;.. 
·~· .:.~ ... Signal p1~ocessi.ng tech11i ques. 
Ther-e are, basically, three different approaches to analysis 
of harmonic distortion. They an:o> 
I.' 
\ .1 J 
( j i ) 




of the above can be implemented by anc.i.1 ogue or diqital 
techniques. The digital approach supersedes the analogue one 
in new designs as a result of digital devices are relatively much 
cheaper and can be programmable. 
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With the filtering technique both random transient and steady 
state harmonics can be measured if the relative phase 
relationships of the harmonics are of no concern. Phase shifts 
at different frequencies can be compensated by use of tunable all 
pass fillet-, which unfortunately also have different amplitude 
responses to different signals carrying different frequencies. 
A filter bank is required to deal with different frequencies. A 
six-pole Butterworth bandpass filter is a suitable choice because 
of its monotonically flat amplitude r·esponse. Even if the 
frequency of the input signal shifts slightly from the centre 
frequency of the filter, there is no need to re-calibrate [ 21 J. 
In its digital implementation, it is referred to as an Infinite 
Impulse Response filter. The design of IIR filters has trad-
itionally been based upon the transformation of an analogue 
filter approximation to a digital filter [ 21 J. 
3-2-2. Fourier Transform. 
The Fourier Transform can be approximated by the discrete Fourier 
transform which can speeded up by using Fast-Fourier-
transform algorithms. Although the Fast-Fourier-transform 
, 
algorithm was developed for use on general~purpose computers, 
some dedicated digital signal processors with FFT-based spectrum 
analyzers like Tl's TMS 320, TRW's TDC 1028 and ITT's UDPI 01, on 
a single PC board, have recently become available on the market. 
The FFT operates on whole blocks of data at a time in order to 
33 











t1.ar1sf orrn the si gna.l s from the time domain to the frequency 
It is essential that analogue signals be bandlimited 
sampling. E·...,,.-En i:.ne -:::;ignal natura.11 y ' 'l - - ' ' oano.1.1m1-:ceo~ 
since additive no!se may have a much broader spectrum than the 
si gna.1 2nalogue lowpass filterinq is almost always necessary 
to sampling., The phase Information obtained after 
the transform of a filtered signal have some degree of phase 
shift comparing with the original s1gnaJs. The analogue signals 
pas=:. thr .. cH.tgh an .3nt.i al i a=:.i ng f i 1 ter, sampler and 
' which involves multiplying each 
samr.~l e point in th~ frame by a weighting coefficient. A 
discrete window, called a Dolph-Chebyshev window, is a suitable 
chcice. This particular window has a very narrow main lobe. 
Windowing is required to account for the finite length of sample, 
since the FFT should operate on an infinitely continuous signal. 
After weighting, the data passes through the FFT algorithm, which 
involves squari~9 and summing of each spectral point [ 22 J. 
-==~-·-,._-:: ·-' ...:.... .. _ ... Signal Modulation " +1 and -1 " Technique. 
There are various types of mod0lation methods. The foll ot-Ji ng 
method, developed by K. L. Shum from an idea L•• a paper by Dr. M. 
L. Meade [ J, represents a new attempt at measuring components 
(amplitude and phas2) of harmonics in a waveform. 
Let a signal be sin t + 8"' nn where 11 '-'I<. is the peak 
amplitude, is th2 angle K is the order of harmonics 
referred to ~ (the fundamental angular frequency of the signal) 











Let the gain be switched from +1 to -1 at a reference frequency, 
so that the gain = +1 ~ 0 < t < ti /WV" 
-1 fi /l.iJ'( < t < 2 ti /Wr-
where w'( is the angular reference frequency • 
Let the mean level of output over one reference period be UK 
"" .·•·. 
Uk= 2 U1<. Wr- [ 
K=h f N_ /Wr SIN (_i <l<Ws t + 8,. /K ) dt -
ao ,.._ fl/Wr-
2 UKWr- { [-COS<KWs t +8,./K)J 
K=h 0 
211 IWy 




= L ul<. Wy- { [ - cos ( f1KWs /Wy- + Sic /10 + cos ( Bic /K ) ] -
K:h 
} 
[ -COS<21'11<Ws1Wy + s,,JK> +COS<f1KWs/Wr + e,,JK> ] } I 2f1KWs 
Let N = KW5 I Wr = Kfs 14 , then 
"" .~ .. 
U1<= l U1c:[COSC81</I<) + COSC21'1N + 81</K) - 2COS<NN + 81</K)J I 2f1N 
l<=h 
When N is an even number 
When N is an odd number, COS <Bic/K) = - COS <1'1N + 8k/K) , then 
ao .. -._ 
U~ = l 2 UKCOS (8~/K} I f"fN 
l<:h 
oO 
= L Al<. (fy /Kf5 
K::h 
COS <Bic /I<) 
00 
00 
= l <2 U1e./'fi) 
K::h 
CfY" /Kfs ) COS C81<JI<> 
(3. 6. 1) 
aO 
When f.,. = Kfs ' UK = ~ AK cos C81e./K) = ~ XK (3.6.2) 
k::h K= h 
3S' 











Shifting the reference frequency to 90 degrees lag, causes the 
mean level of output over one reference period to equal 
~ ~ 
= 2 Al<SIN (81<. no = 1 YK (3.6.3) 
k~h ~=h 
When N is a fraction , the situation becomes more complicated • 
Consider a distorted waveform which has a fundamental and 
harmonic frequencies • 
The radian frequency <Wr> of the reference clock is given by 
Wr = L Ws for L > 1 
The frequency of Mth harmonic is M times the frequency of' 
fundamental • 
Let the mean level of output over one fundamental period be UM • 
For L >Mand M = 1~ 2, "':!" ~·, • • • • • ' 00 ' 
(fJ ·"·· L 5(2Q-1 H•2N /2L 
UM = l UN\ ) { sin 
M:::I &;-I <2Q-2) *21'1 /2L 
J 2Q*2f1 /2L 
sin 
(2Q-1 > *211 /2L 
r:JJ .. · .. L 
::;:: L u..., l { [ - cos <M Wt + S,., /M) 
111::1 G.=1 
- [ - cos CM Wt + 81'1/M) 
oO L 
= ~ L: { <- cos [C2Q-1>1'1M/L+81'1/MJ 
I'll= I Q.::.J 
<- cos [ 2QfiM/L+8M/MJ 
/•. 
... u,,., I 2MM ... 
36 
CM Wt + 8,., IM> dCWt) 
<M Wt + 81'1/M) dCWt) }/2fl 
(2Q-1 > f1 /L 
] 
(2Q-2) fl /L 
2L 11 /L 
] .... I 2flM .. 
C2Q-1 > f1 /L 
+ cos [(2~-2>1IM/L+BM/MJ> 












.. -.. L 
= 1 UM 2 { - ...., cos [ (2Q-1) flM/L + 8"1/M ] .I-
M=-\ Q.=I + cos [ ( 2Q-2) flM/L + 8M/M ] 
+ cos [ 2QfTM/L + Br-1/M J } I 2f1'M 
Let p = Q-1 ' then 
00 .-··. 1..-1 
UM = l { UM 2 < - ...., cos [ (2P+1) nM/L + 8M /M ] .<.. 
"":::\ p=o + cos [ 2Pf1M/L + BM /M ] 
+ cos [ <2P+2) fTM/L + B"" /M ] > I 2fiM } 
Let ¢ .= fiM/L + 8/VI /M ' then 
OQ 
,., l-1 
UM == 2 { UM i <: - 2 cos 2f1MP/L + ¢ ) 
"""'' f" 0 + cos 2fTMP/L + ¢ - fiM/L ) 
+ cos 2rTMP/L + ~ + flM/L ) > I 2flM } 
tJJ ·'' L-1 
== 2 { u,... 1 < - 2 cos 2f1MP/L + ¢ ) 
M-=-1 p= 0 + ...., cos ( 2n'MP/L + ¢ ) cos ( fl'M/L ) > I 2f1M ' .,_ J 
"° ,,.· .. L-1 
= L { ,.., uM·' ( cos ( flM/U - 1 ] [ l cos <2f1MP/L+,0> ] I 2f1M } .<.. ,.,,,, f=O 
""' 
.-··. L-1 j (21rMP/L +¢) 









L-/ (e j'l'/l'M/L)p 
= l { 2u..., [cos< 'fl M/L) -1] Re [ 2 ] /2ffM } 
"1:0\ p:O 
If e>:p jN'M/L ~ 1 ( which implies L ~M ) ' 
then 
oO 





., u,.,, [ cos ( 11M/L ) - 1 ] [ 1/2fJM ] * .L. 
ej¢ (ej2'111tf/L )L j .2 77' M/L. Re < [ J ff 1- }] / [1- e ] > } 
2u,., E •••• J [ .... ] e jZ'IYfVl Re< [ .••• ]rel - ~/L .•. J)} 
.~. 
2 UM [ •••• ] [ .... ] Re< [ ••.• ] ~ 1 - 1 ~I [ .••• ] >} 












Modulating the signal for one fundamental period, with a clock 
frequency ranging from the fundamental to it's nth harmonic 
where n can be infinity ) , gives us a mean level of output. 
This mean level of output can be represented by the equation 
3.6.1) with different fr/K~ ratio~, which must be an odd number. 
Unfortunately this modulation technique does not allow the direct 
measurement of the magnitude of individual harmonics, since the 
presence of higher harmonics also contributes to the mean d.c. 
output see equation 3.6.1 ) These higher harmonics result 
in smaller d.c. components as the order of the harmonics 
i ncr-eci.ses. If the d. c. components arising from har-monics 
higher than the 25th are neglected, then a set of equations (3.7) 
can be obtained fr-om equations (3.6.2) and (3.6.3) 
Referring to equations set (3.7) 
.··-. 
UK is the peak amplitude .of the signal. 
8K is the angle of signal with respect to the reference 
usually taken as the zero crossing point of the 
fundamental ) 
oul(. is the mean level of output modulated at the r-eference 
fr-equency. 
10UI<. is the mean level of output modulated at the frequency 
with 90 deg. phase shifted. 
k is the order- of the harmonics. 
3.8 
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~ :z_ - - -- - - - - +- u).J cos 8]..~ + >s 1( Ui.~ cos 8,..J-"l.317' 
.•··. .··-. 
6- .. .... 
roul = u, SIN s, + nr U3 SIN 83 + Us- SIN 8.r + 1T S'Tf' 
.-·-. 
"2.- 2..-- - + I' SIN 8.).,, U.,.s- SIN Bi..5- (3.7. 1) - - - ?.>tr u1l +--:i.S-1( 
--·-. _ ..... .--·. 
ou1 
"2. u:l- .-·nc B:i.. '2- cos ~ 8,0 = + 3'1r Ui; 86 + u,o cos + tr i-r \.-~,_J )fr 
.-··. .J' •• 
"2.- -;i... - -- - - - -- - + 
~ 1T U19 
cos 8,9 + 
/11( 
Ui:i.. cos 8:i.i. 
.-··. _.-._ 
1- :;!. • '2.. 
fOLJZ = v u l. SIN B-i.. + - Lit, SIN ~ + u,o SIN 810 + 31( -6 51f 
.-·-- "" -;i... ~ - - - - -· --· -·- + 
'111' u,8 SIN 811 + u,. .... SIN s ..... 
f-::- 7.2) // 1f' 
... ___ ,II: 
. -·-. .---. ..-.. 
:l. i -z.. 
OUJ 1( U3 cos 8; + u? cos 89 + u,.r cos 8;.r 311' 51( 
-··-. 
2.. u)., cos 8:i.1 717' 
.···- .. -._ .-·-. 
-:2- '2-. ' 90U3 = · rr ! ' SIN 83 + u, SIN s,, + - u,J- SIN 8;J-03 317' ~7( 
.--·-
2. u)., SIN c 71T ,_, J./ (3.7.3) 
.-··. . ···. --·-. 
2. :z. ,_ 
oU~ = -ulf cos 8'1- + 'l cos 8,:i.. + u).0 cos s .. o 1f 31;' l.J J).. 5,,,. 
-··-. 
2 2. 7-. 
9" u'f = u'r SIN 84- + u,l. SIN s,z.. + ul-o SIN 8:..o (3.7.41 1r 31r 51" 
--·-- ..... _ 
2. °2- '.2.. 11 = - Us- ---~:--. Bs- + U;.;- cos B;r + S1r UJ.<,- cos B;o.s-0 ''-'!" L-tJ~ 3 f'( ,,,. 





















U11 cos 86 
'2 
= 1f + U1g CDS 81g 31r 
'). z.. 
90U6 = 1f Ui:; SIN 8~ + - U,g SIN Big (3 c 7 6} 31( c 
•.. -···. 
L. ~ 
U7 = u, cos 87 + LJ 2.I cos e .. , 0 'fr 31J' 
.···. 
')..- '2.. 
1fDU7 = U7 SIN 8 + 31( ui., SIN Bl.I ( :::~ ~ 7 7) 1f 7 . 
. ·. .···. 
l i 
z. ').. 




= Ug Sif~ Bg + U:i.1/- SIN 8J.'f ·~ 7.8} ~ 3'Jr 
t_ .. ::. = 
-···. 
'l-




90 = tr' u~ SIN 81 
(3, -7 0, .' . :! :! 
i l 
'2.-
u,o = cos 8/o 0 ._, /0 1( 
l # 
:z.. = u SIN 8/0 (3~ 7 n 10} 90 '-·io 1( /0 
- ·- - - - - - - - - (3. 7. 11) 
- - - ,......_,, 
- - - - - - - -
- ·- - - - - (3.7.23) 
-----
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u11;- SIN = 8,.~ (3.7.24) 
1f 
-···. 
~ u25' = 
;:2.-
7f U:z.!r cos 8,.s-
.. · .. 
90 Ll2j-
~ 











For h = 9, .... , 25, equations (3.7.9> to (3.7.25) can be solved 
simultaneously for the absolute values of AK and SK to give: 
Ak = / x~A2 + v~A2 (3.8.1) 
8K = K arc cos ( xt:: I AK 
Equations (3.7.6) to (3.7.8) each have two d.c. terms. The 
second terms arising from higher harmonics could be eliminated by 
dividing equations (3.7.18), (3.7.21> and (3.7.24> by a factor of 
3 and then subtracting the results from equations <3.7.6) to 
(3.7.8) respectively. Equations C3.8.1) and (3.8.2) can now 
be applied to find At, ~ a, , A 7 , 8 7 , A8 and 8g 
Based on the same procedure, the d.c. terms existing in equations 
(3. 7.1) to (3.7.5> can be eliminated and A 1 to A5 and 8 1 to 8 5 
can also be obtained . 
The values of each BK from the equation (3.8.2) are the absolute 
values and the quadrants to which they belong is determined 
according to Fig. (3.4) Fig. 3.4 shows the relationship 
between XK, Yt:: and 81::. for each individual harmonic. Fig. <3.5) 
shows the Xk _Yk _BK curves for the fundamental and the third 
harmonic. 
3-2-4. Aspects of the different methods. 
Both digital filtering and discrete Fourier Transform algorithms 
have been developed for use on minicomputers. 
amounts of software for implementing a digital 
digital filters and signal processing books. 
There are large 
filter in many 
Most of the 
programs are written in Fortran-77. In one book [ 24 ] , 
41 
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the authors collected several special programs written in 
assembly langauges of several of the most common 16 bit 
microprocessors ,i.e. 8086~ MC68000, ZBOOO, TMS9995, and 9445 
respectively for the implementation of real_ time software 
filters in digital form. A similar situation exists for the 
handling of DFT s. GECKINLI and YAVUZ, in their book E22J 
~ 
published a special program for measuring the harmonics on 
the mains. 
It is difficult to translate this software into the Basic 
language and run it on microcomputers because most of 
microcomputers using the Basic language are slow 7 especially on 
input routine. Unfortunately, in measurement of harmonics, 
a high sample rate is demanded. 
One of the principle objective of this project was to design and 
construct an i nstr·ument capable of measuring the magnitude and 
phase of the harmonic components of both voltage and current 
accurately and quickly. The signal modulation method 
described above is the most attractive choice. This method 
is better than the filtering and Fourier transform methods 
because it pres~rves both magnitude and phase information of all 
harmonics involved. It also has the advantage that any shapes 
of waveform can be analyzed as in the filtering and Fourier 
transform methods. This is a more generalized method than the 
one developed recently by the Russian born Israeli engineer M. A. 
Slonim and his colleagues P. P. Biringer and I. Rapoport (25, 26] 
which can handle only a limited number of known waveforms. 
Another advantage is that it can be easily implemented by digital 











circt1itry and software, as described in the rest of this thesis. 
3-3. Interpretation of results. 
Hannonic meastir-ements of a substantial mains power 1i>Jhi ch has 
multiple frequencies, resonances, fluctuating amplitudes and 
multiple sources nature, are complicated. 
Strange phenomena can be present if overheating or instabilty 
oc:cur·es in the system during measur·eme.nt. In this case, 
measurements of harmonics alone are inadequate and may be 
misleading. 
A non-·l i near· load supplied by a noisy source can cause the 
net power flow to be away fr-om or- towards the load depending 
Ori the relative magnitude of the harmonic source in the load 
and the supply. The magnitude is usually too small to be of 
concern, otherwise measurements can be postponed until the supply 
gets qui et er-. 











The fancy is indeed no other than a mode of memory emancipated . 
from the order of time and space. 













One of tt1e aims of this thesis is to design an instrument based 
on the " +1 and -1 " signal modulation technique to measure both 
magnitude and phase of voltage.and current, which forms a major 
part of the work involved in this project. 
This instrument should run fast and preferably have the capacity 
to run in real time. The new trend in electronic system design 
is to minimize the use of analogue circuitry, especially analogue 
filters, and instead maximize the use of digital circuits and 
softwar·e. Unfortunately, due to limited funds, a low- cost 
design is the only choice. 
The basic design principle, the actual hardware development, the 
practical problems encountered and their solutions will be 
explained in the fallowing paragraphs. 
4 -? ~. Basic design philosophy. 
Fig. 4.1 shows the basic layout of the instrument. It is 
convenient to divide it into eight major functional blocks. 
4-2-1. Part 1 Scaling. 
The maximum inputs to the instrument are defined as 
V 240 V a.c. 
I 1 A a.c. 
/ 
~~~~~~~-------------~~~~~-__,...~----·~~~-----...·~-~-·~~.....,..--·~·~'-::-""'_.. __ _,.,____ .,..... ____ ~~.~_,.__,,,~.....,,~.~-~-~....---
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A LED indicator on the front panel of the instrument will light 
up if any input signal exceeds these values. The signals pass 
through a scaling circuit made up of high wattage resistors, 
restr·icting the amplitude of the signals to within -5 V and +5 V. 
Scaling down 240V a.c. maximum input voltage to 5V a.c. requires 
the circuit shown in Fig. 4.2 
The resistors used are at least half-watt each and 1% accurate. 
The total gain of this passive circuit is 
Vout/Vin = 5/(330 + 10) = 1/68 
If the input voltage signals are larger than 240 Va.c., 
values of resistors of voltage scaling circuit should 
the 
be 
recalculated to suit the new specification. It is not 
recommended that potential transformers be used for scaling 
purposes because their frequency response characteristics depend 
on such factors as stray inductance, capacitance of the windings 
and the frequency.dependent core losses. 
Input current signals must be converted to voltages. 
circuit in Fig. 4.3 is employed. 
The resistors here are 10-watt each and 1% accurate. 
The total gain of this passive circuit is: 
Vout/Iin = <4.7 + 2.2) V/A = 6.9 VIA 
The 
Over- range current signals can be stepped down using current 
transformers with 0.1% rated accuracy. 
Thereafter the signals are fed to an analogue multiplexer which 
is controlled by the microprocessor. The multiplexer chooses 
one of six channels < Va,Vb,Vc,Ia,Ib,Ic ) and feeds this to the 
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high input i rnpedance buffer- and then to the inputs of the sign-
bit modulator and the sample and hold. 
The analogue multiplexer is implemented with cmos analogue gates 
and a digital decoder. The cmos analogue gates used were IH 5052 
which have 150 ohms on-resistance and 60 dB cross coupling 
rejection. fhe latter parameter is small enough to be 
neglected and the former can bE compensated. The IH5052 is 
directly controlled by TTL logic levels. Unfortunately, IH5052 
is not a device designed for precision applications. It has 
voltage and current offsets and on-off switching noise which may 
degrade the accurracy of the measurement. A better device 
should be used to replace the IH5052 if funds become available. 
The decoder causes the multiplexer to route one of the input 
channels to the buffer. It is controlled by the 
mi cropr-ocessor-. Fig. 4.4 shows the circuit diagram of the 
multi pl e>:er-. 
4 -?--'J ....... ..._ . Part 2 Reference clock gener-ator. 
The fundamental of Va is chosen as the reference clock of the 
whole system. The signal fr-om channel Va is noisy and 
contaminated by harmonics because it comes from the mains. 
There are two methods of recovering the fundamental from the 
input signal, namely 
1. Low pass active filter. 
2. Phase-locked loop with exclusive-or gate input to 
eliminate noise. 
5"( 
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Both methods generate phase shift which could be compensated for 
by an analogue phase-shifter. The input impedance of such a 
phase-shifter must be very high to avoid loading which will have 
c:m pffect on the c:1ccur- .::;cy of the signal \la. One of the 
disadvantages of a PLL is that it can also lock onto an harmonic 
of the signal [ Lt _i. The filter is thus left as the only 
option. Unfortunately, neither the low-pass filter nor the 
phaSE' compens.ation cir·cuit have a high value of input impedance~ 
so the Va input signal first has to be buffered using a voltage 
follower circuit which has an input impedance of several mega-
act i ve ohms. The low- pass filter is a sec nd order 
Tschebyshev type. The 2nd harmonic has 20 dB attenuation 
relative to the fundamental frequency. 
circuit [ 21 J. The 2K2-ohm trim pot 
Fig. 4.5 
in Fig. 4.5 
shows the 
has to be 
adjusted with the help of an oscilloscope until the input signal 
{50 Hz) of the phase-shift compensator is in phase with the 
output of low-pass filter. The signal passes through the 
lowpass filter and is fed to a zero-crossing detector. 
A zero- crossing detector, implemented by analog comparator 
LM319, would detect the fundamental filtered signal as it crosses 
the zero value. Noise will cause multiple zero crossings. 
Thus another detector must be used in conjuction with the zero-
crossing detector to detect the first rising edge. A non-
retriggerable one-shot 74LS221 is suitable for this application. 
Once triggered, its output is independent of further transitions 
of the input and it will be reset after a preset time. The 
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clock. This reference clock need not have a 50% duty cycle, 
because only the period of the r·eference clock is of importance. 
The reference clock generator circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 
4.6 . r-------------
i






L __________ _ 
Zero-
cr ossi ng 
detector 
Fig. 4.6 Reference Clock Generator. 
4-2--3. Part 3 Sign- bit modulator 
1st rising 
edge detector 
The function of the sign- bit modulator is to multiply the ampli-
tude of the input s1 gnal by +1 or -·1 within a specified period • 
This operation is controlled by t~e modulating clock. This 
procedure has first been implemented by software or1 a computer. 
The computer gets the samples directly from the ADC and then 
multiplies them by +1 or -1 according to the reference clock 
which is also simulated by software. This method of 
implementation was attempted, but is impractical, because it uses 
too much processing time, i.e. it del~ys the measurement time. 
Some additional hardware is required to speed up the operation. 
The output of the modulator feeds a sign detector LM311 to 
generate a reference clock. The clock will be in a high state 
if the amplitude of the signal from the modulator is negative and 
the clock will be in a low state if the signal is positive. 
The output of the sign detector is assigned to the sign- bit of 











the ADC and the ADC therefore only measures the absolute 
amplitude of the signal and not its sign. 
Care must be taken in the design of a sign- bit modulator. The 
multip]ier function of the modulator- ne•eds to be symmetr-i cal 
about the zero voltage reference to generate output values with 
a positive and negative gain of one during a specified period. 
It can only allow small errors due to the offset of the ground 
reference voltage and the switching noise at the time the signal 
switches from +1 to -1 or vice versa. 
The circuit diagram <Fig. 4.7} and pr-ocedure to design a sign- bit 
modulator is as follows 
The mnclulat.ing clock is derived from a modulating clock 
generator, its frequency being controlled by the microprocessor. 
When the switch 1 is on, the output voltage will be equal to t~e 
inverse of the value of the input. When the switch 1 is off, 
the output wi 11 be eqlta 1 to the input voltage. 
Switch 2 is always on and is built in the same IC package as 
switch 1. The on- resistance of switch 1 and that of switch 2 
is therefore always the same even if the temperature changes. 
The ne>:t step is to look for optimal values of 
R2, and Rf in Fig. 4.7. 
resistances Rl, 
Let the on-resistance of switch 1 and 2 be r ohms and its off-
resistance be infinite. 
According to Fig. 4.8 
el = <Vo - Vin)Rl I <Rl + Rf + r) + Vin 
= Vo'Rll<Rl +Rf+ r> +Vin [ 1 - Rl/CRl +Rf+ r> J 
e2 = Vin R3 I <R2 + R3> 























When the open loop gain is very large, el = e2 , therefore 
Vo Rl/(Rl+ Rf+ r·> =Vin [ R3/CR2 + R3J + Rl/CRl+ Rf+ r) - 1 l 
Vo/Vin = [ R3/(R2+R3) - <Rf+r)/CR1+Rf+r) l CR1+Rf+r) I Rl 
(4. 1) 
When switch 1 is off, R3 is equal to infinity. 
Equation (4.1) becomes 
Vo/Vin = CRl + Rf + r> [ 1 - C Rf+ r·) I <Rl +Rf+ r) l I Rl 
= <Rl +Rf+ r) [ CRl +Rf +r -Rf -r> I <Rl +Rf +r) l I Rl 
= 1 
When switch 1 is on, R3 is equal to r ohms and Vo/Vin is 
expected to be -1. 
Equation C4.1> becomes 
<Rl + Rf + r> [ r/CR2 + r) 
r( Rl +Rf + r )/[ R1 
<Rf + r)/(Rl + Rf + r) l I Rl = -1 
R2 + r ] Rf/Rl 
r[ Rl +Rf + r )/( R2 + r - 1 l /Rl 
r [ ( R 1 + Rf - R2 ) l < R2 + r > J 
r/Rl = -1 
Rf/Rl = -1 
Rf/Rl = -1 
Taking Rl + Rf - R2 = 0 the expression becomes Rf = Rl and then 
R2 = 2 Rl = 2 Rf. The modulator is implemented by a precision 
operational amplifier COP-27} [281, a cmos analogue switch IH5052 
and metal film precision resistors. Choosing R1=100k 
ohms the other values can be derived as, R2=200k ohms and·Rf=100k 
ohms. The circuit in Fig. 4.9 is the actual modulator • 
4-2-4. Part 4 Modulating clock generators. 
The modulating clock generator is a programmable square wave 





























its output frequency to the fundamenal or any of the harmonics of 
the reference clock from the zero-crossing detector. One 
i mpor·t:ant point is that it must have the capability to 
synchronize with the input reference clock with very little phase 
ideally zero- phase shift. ?'mother clock 
generator operating at the same frequency, but with a 90 degree 
phase shift is re qui r·ed to run in par al 1 el with the zero- phase-· 
shift one. This could be implemented in software, but the 
use of a dig"ital phase shifter is preferable in order to save 
computing time in the microprocessor. The Intel chip 8254 
[ 29 J is chosen as the in- phase clock generator. Its 
operating clock frequency is 2.5 MHz . The 8254 has three 
programmable interval count- down counters. When counter 0 
operates in mode ...,. ._ .. ' it behaves as a square wave generator. 
When counter 1 operates in mode 2, it behaves as an automatic 
reloaded counter. To calculate the frequency of the Nth 
order harmonic of the input signal counter· 1 must count the 
duration between two successive rising edges of the fundamental 
filtered zero- crossing ( ZC) signal, i .. e. the duration of one 
cycle of the fundamental component of the input signal. The 
microprocessor will then read the value of the count from counter 
1 and divide it by N • After dividing the value of the count 
by N, the microprocessor sends this value to counter 0 to 
generate a modulating square wave clock which is of the same 
period as the Nth harmonic of input signal. In order to 
obtain the value of the count from counter 1, the clock input of 
counter 1 must be inhibited by using the GATE! input of this 
60 











cc;unt.er·. Otherwise~ the count may be in the process of 
changing when it is read, giving an undefined result. Counter 
0 also has a GATEO input which is used to sychronize it with the 
rising edge of the ZC signal. Fig. 4.10 shows the controlling 
cir-cuit. and timing diagram of counter 1. An innovative 
device, called the dual edge triggered flip- flop DET FF ) is 
used to allow counter 1 to operate in counting mode between two 
assigned successive rising edges of the zc signal. 
Unfortunately, in order to prevent counter 1 from operating 
r-epeatedly, the fir-st r-ising edge of the ZC signal cannot be 
directly applied to the DET flip-flop~ Instead~ the 
mi cr-opr-ocessor- has to poll the ZC si ghal unt i 1 it detects i3 
change state low to state high. It then issues a GATEO 
signal which in tur-n activates the GATEI input line of counter 1. 
This will become inactive again after the second successive 
r-ising edge of the ZC signal. Whenever the GATE1 input line 
is inactive, the final value of the count is latched and the 
microprocessor can read it from counter 1. 
Another modulating clock has a 90 degree phase-lag in relation to 
the fir-st one. This clock gener-ator is impl~mented using a 
phase- lock loop <PLL> technique. The chip chosen was a 
cmos 4046 [ 30 ]. The PLL was designed to lock to the input 




This circuit is programmed to have a fixed 90 degree phase- shift 
between the input and output clock signals by setting the B 
inputs of a cascaded 8-bit BCD magnitude compar-ator chip 74C85 to 
89. Fig. 4.11 shows the circuit of the digital phase 
6( 
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shifter. Both clocks feed an analogue multiplexer <cmos 4051} 
and one of them is selected by the microprocessor as a modulating 
clock. F~g. 4.12 shows a modulating clock generator. 
4-2-5. Dual- edge triggered flip- flop ( DET FF } 
Before further discussi6n of other circuits, a commercially 
unavailable device, 
to be mentioned, 
called a dual- edge triggered flip-flop has 
because it will appear frequently later on. 
There are occasions when the design of discrete logic circuits 
can be simplified if DET FFs are utilised. The DET FF is 
developed with the use of a controlled glitch and its circuit and 
timing diagram are shown in Fig.~13. 
Referring to Fig.i13 the output goes to the 1 state on every 
positive transition of the input A line and the output goes to 
the 0 state on every positive transition of the input B line. 
The output of the flip- flop is capable of being reset by another 
A line transition immediately after being cleared, regardless of 
the level of B line. A controlled glitch occurs whenever the B 
line makes a positive transition. 
as -follows 
The circuit's operation is 
1. Qa is set by every positive transition of line A. 
2. If Qa is set, FFB is enabled and set on a positive transition 
of line B; 
3. this causes FFA to clear, which now clears FFB via its clear 
input. 
4. Thus FFB is only set for the time it takes itself to set, 
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plus the time it takes for FFA to clear. Since this is 
about two propagation delay times, FFB creates a glitch of 
perhaps 40 ns maximum. 
5. Tt1e positive transition of the line B causes the glitch, 
which is the setting of FFB. 
6. When FFB is set, it causes the clearing of FFA, and when FFA 
clears, it clears FFB terminating the glitch. 
7. In summary, the positive edge of the B line causes the output 
to rise, and the positive edge of the B line causes the 
glitch, which causes the output to fall. 
·4-2-6. Part 5 Sample- and- Hold and 
Analogue- to- Digital Converter ( ADC ). 
It is necessary to locate a sample and hold device LF398 in front 
of an analogue to digital convertor, even if the ADC has a very 
fast conversion speed. Its function is to hold the input signal 
constant for the duration of the sampling of the ADC • It has 
a storage capacitor to store the input signal value and also 
to smooth very short spikes which are fatal to the accuracy of 
an ADC. A small value of storage capacitor is preferable for 
high sample rate applications and the capacitor used should have 
a very low loss. Polyethylene type capacitors are employed. 
The sample and hold device has a FET type input with a very high 
input impedance to prevent the leakage of charge from the storage 
capacitor. It should also have a fast slew rate to follow the 












to be short for high speed appiications. 
The r~DC vsas b~.sed on a 12-b:i t successive appro>: i mati on f-egi st er 
74C905, 
ladder. 
a fast analogue comparator LM361 and a R-2R resistor 
A homemade ADC system was used instead of 
commercially available one, because high speed 12-bit ADCs are 
expensive and the cheap ones are too slow [ 31 l. If there 
are enough funds, a commercially available fast ADC should be 
employed to ensure the accuracy of the measurement. 
The principle of· the successive apprm:imation type ADC will not 
be discussed fur·ther here. There is extensive literature 
concerning data conversion and acqui si ti on which e>:pl ai ns in 
detail how such ADC 's work. 
Ir1 order to drive the 12-bit 50K/100K resistor ladder network and 
achieve + or - 1/2 LSB resolution, two cmos 74HC244 chips [ 30 J 
an2 used as buffers. The power supply of the 74HC244 is 
regulated. Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15 show the ADC system and 
its timing diagram n=?specti vel y. 
The successive approximation register has such inputs as a clock 
line, a start line CS) and a data line <D> The outputs are 
data lines DO to D11 and a conversion complete line CCC) 
The operation clock frequency, derived from the 15 MHz of the 
15/12 = clock generator of the microprocessor, is 1. 25 MHz, 
1. 25 ) 
The sampling rate is 13.2 µS. In 20 ms, the ADC can take 1470 
samples. According to Sharon's Theorem the minimum sampling 
frequency should be 2*25*50 Hz = 2.5 KHz. By increasing the 
sampling frequency a more accurate result of measurement is 
68 
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obtained. It should be realized that the settling time of the 
ADC must be 1 ess than the sampling ti me Let ween b.,,o successive 
samples. 
The ADCL 1 ine feeds the one- shot cir-cui t to create the S signal 
of the ADC which starts at the rising edge of ADCL and ends after 
• 
one operational clock period of the ADC. 
Both the CC and ADCL signals feed a DET FF to set up the control 
logic input ( S/H > of the sample- and- hold device. Fig. 
4.16 shows the circuit and timing diagram. 
During the period between the rising edges of control signals 
"ADCL" and "CC" 
' 
the sample- and- hold device operates in hold 
mode and the rest time in sample mode. 
S is derived from a monostable with a period of 1.05 µS, which 
ensures that S is held in the 0 state for at least one 
operational clock period of the ADC, this being necessary to 
initiate a conversion. The monostable is triggered when the 
low byte of the ADC is read, and the sample- and- hold device is 
switched to hold mode, ready for the next conversion. The 
data i~put <D> comes from the output of the comparator. The 
conversion complete output <CC> goes high whenever the conversion 
begins and remains at the 1 state during a conversion. 
After a maximum of 13 cycles it goes to the 0 state and the 
conversion is complete. This latches the data outputs into 
two eight- bit latches to be read by the microprocessor. It 
also switches the sample- and- hold device back to sample mode. 
When the microprocessor reads the 16- bit port ADCP, the chip 
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together with the read strobe and AO being low, generates ADCL 
which enables the low byte from the latch onto the data bus. 
The microprocessor then issues a second read with AO high to read 
the second byte. This ensures ADCH to go low, allowing the 
second latch to put the high byte onto the data bus. 
Fig. 4. 17 shows its circuit and timing diagram. 
Only 5 bits of the MSB are used to represent the input signal in 
digital form, i.e. 08 to D11 and 015. D12 to 013 are 
permanently tied to ground and 014 is tied to the zero- crossing 
detector's output. In other words D14 is used as a 
semaphore to show when the zero crossing occurs. 
D15 is the sign bit of the data which is generated from the sign-
bit modulator·. If it is low, the data is positive; if high, 
the data is negative. 
The input signal of the ADC c~nnot go beyond the range of 0 to 5 
volts, because the ADC operates only within these limits. 
A.C. input signals have to be rectified before they can be fed 
to the ADC. The rectifying circuit is exactly the same as the 
one used as the modulating clock generator. Fig. 4.18 shows the 
circuit. Referring to Fig. 4.18, whenever the input signal is 
positive, the output of comparator LM319 goes high. This 
switches off the switch IH5052, so the output signal follows the 
input signal. Whenever the input signal is negative, the 
output of LM319 goes low to turn on the switch, so that the 
circuit has a gain of -1, rectifying the signal. 
Data expressed in this form is better than in 2's complement form 
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Thus~ depending on the sign- bit, the input signal is modulated 
in software, 
modulator. 
which is faster than the traditional hardware 
4-2-7. Microprocessor unit. 
The microprocessor is the central unit of the system. It 1 inks 
all other· units of the system through its data, address and 
contr-ol lines. The micropocessor unit includes input-output 
ports, memory and control logic. 
In order to facilitate the arithmetic processing, eliminate the 
requirements for writing long software routines and accelerate 
the measuring tim~a hardware numerical processor is desirable. 
Owing to the economic factor, same algorithms for arithmetic 
processing has to be developed instead. 
The Intel chip 8088 was used as the micrbprocessor unit of the 
system because of the microprocessor development facilities for 
the Intel 8088 available. The Intel MOS III computer, the 
IBM PC with Microsoft Assembler and the PDP-11 with an 8086 Cross 
Assembler are good examples. 
The Intel functions of the 8088 processor are quite different 
from its predecessor, the 8085, and circuits designed for the 
8085 would not be compatible to the 8088 system. The BOBB has 
an instruction stream queuing mechanism which is lacking in the 
8085. This queuing mechanism allows the 8088 efficient use of 
bus bandwidth. 
in the queue, 
Whenever there is space for at least 2 bytes 
the bus interface unit of the processor will 











attempt a word fetch memory cycle. This greatly reduces dead 
time on the memory bus. The queue acts as a first-in--first-out 
buff ET, from which the execution unit executes instruction bytes 
as required. Because of the presence of the queuing mechanism, 
the address lines of the microprocessor are always busy. This 
is the most important key point for designing the peripheral 
interfacing circt1its of the 8088 .. 
The chip-·select lines <cs> of the memory and peripherals, 
including the timer, th~ ADC and the intrumentation interface 
controller, come from the address bus. Chip-select lines can 
stay active until very late in the bus cycle~ resulting in bus 
contention elsewhere in the system. A new chip-select <NCS> 
signal needs to be generated, starting at the falling edge of the 
address latch enable <ALE> control~ signal of the processor and 
'-.' 
terminating when either the write <WR> or read <RD> control 
signal goes high. This could easily be implemented with one 
DET FF. 
When the input or output instruction of I/O port is executed by 
the microprocessor, signal 52 becomes active. The inverted 52 
together with the falling edge of the ALE causes the DET FF to 
generate the falling edge of NCS of peripherals. 
Fig. 4.19 shows the new chip select circuit of peripherals and 
its timing. 
Referring to Fig. 4.19, whenever the 52 signal is activated, the 
present cycle accesses an input or output port. The 
new chip select <NCS> signal determines the active period of the 
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one of the eight output lines of the decoder which has same 
duration as NCS, is to be active. Table 4.1 shows the address 
of each new chip select line and which chip is activated by the 
NCS line. 
Fig. 4.20 shows the new chip select of the erasable programmable 
read only memory CEPROM> and the timing diagram. The EPROM can 
be addressed from OFCOOOH up to OFFFFFH, 16K bytes altogether. 
Address new chip select 
OEOH to OFFH HPIB talker and listener 
OCOH to ODFH LED and Multiplexer 
OAOH to OBFH ADC 
BOH to 9FH L Manual switches 1 to 5 decide the maximum 
order of harmonic to be measured (maximun 
up to 25th ) 
2~ Zero-crossing signal 
60H to 7fH Programmable interval timer. 
40H to 5f H 
20H to 3FH 
Modulating clocks selector. j 
___ :::::~::~~~::_:~:::~_::~_:::~~::~::_:~:::~---
Table 4.1 Address of each new chip select. 
Fig. 4.21 shows the new chip select circuit of random access 
memory CRAM> and its.timing diagram. The RAM can be addressed 
from OOOOH up to lFFFH; 8K bytes space altogether. 
1'1 
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This signal can be generated with the circuit of Fig. 4.23 . 
MC68488 ~lso has R/W signal line. This signal can be 
implemented with the circuit of Fig. 4.24 . 
According to the specification of the 8088, IR and OW only last 
minimumly for 325 ns. On the other hand~ the E signal must 
have a minimum duration of 450 ns. Therefore a wait state 
gener-ator fo1~ the 8088 is needed in or-der to lengthen the E 
signal to more than 450 ns duration. 
only generate 100 ns extra time, 
Since one wait state can 
which does not match the 
specification of the MC68488, a triple wait state generator is 
employed. Fig. 4.25 and Fig. 4.26 show the tr-iple wait state 
generator and its timing and state diagr-ams respectively. 
Referring to Fig. 4.26, the system's WAIT line is driven low 
whenever a device requiring three wait states is selected. 
The flip- flops are cleared when either ALE or the CS of the GPIA 
is high, forcing system wait line high, which is connected to the 
RDY1 line of the system clock generator 8284. 
If no wait state is required, the flip- flops do not change. 
If a wait state is required, the CLR pins of the flip- flops are 
released and the output of the generator toggles on the falling 
edge of the system clock at the beginning of T2 to force three 
wait states according to the state diagram of outputs Ql and Q2 
of FF! and FF2 (Fig. 4.26) After 3 wait states, the WAIT 
signal is removed, indicating readiness and allowing the 
completion of the bus cycle. Further changes in the state of 
the flip flop will not affect the bus cycle. The circuit 
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According to the Specification of 8284 : 
*1. One wait state Tw3 sets up because tw > 35 ns • 
*2. T4 cannot be issued after Tw2 because of tw > 35 ns and 
tr < 119 ns , instead T4 is issued after Tw3 • 
LJ 
*3. This wait signal is invalid and ignored by 8284 because it 
is not issued by the end of T2 or start of T3 . 













condition the system's ready signal. 
4---~'.- ·9. Par-t 8 Mi cr-ocomputer. 
The purpose of using a microcomputer HF' 85 ) is mostly for 
scaling the r·aw results and e>:pressi ng them in symmel;,.-ica l compol'lents) 
then to utilize its screen and printer to display the results. 
It is also used as a controller to control other potential 
instruments running in parallel with the system by means of 
its instrumentation inter·face. 
4-2-10. Overall operation. 
Finally, consider the overall action of the system. After 
passing through the scaling circuit, the input signal from Va 
goes into the refer·ence clock generator. The reference clock 
generator recovers the fundamental of the input signal in the 
form of a clean and well defined rectangular wave. This signal 
is then fed to the input port of the microprocessor. The 
mi cr-oprocessor always polls the input-port to see whether the 
input rectangular wave changes from a low state to a high state. 
If this happens, the microprocessor immediately sends out a 
signal from its output port to the modulating clock generators in 
order to synchronize the reference clock. There will be a 
phase shift between the reference clock and modulating clock, 
caused by the time gap between the time when the microprocessor 
catches the change of state of reference clock and when the 
88 
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nu croprocessor issues a synchronizing signal. This phase 
shift will bE· ney1 i g:i. bl e j f the pol Ii ng fn::~quenc y af the 
is very much higher than the frequency of the 
refErenct? clock. The mod•.11 ati ng clock signal feeds the 
sign- bit modulator and modulates one of the si :-: input channels 
c1-f the .:malogue multiple>:er- which is selected by the 
microprocessor cyclically, in orde~ to generate the sign-bit for 
lhe output of the buffered multiplexer is fed to 
the sa.mpl e and hold device and then the ADC. The sample 
and hold samples the input analogue signal at a specified time 
and then holds this value until it takes the next sample 
point. The ADC converts the analogue values held in the 
sample and hold into digital code and then feeds it to the input 
port of the micropr·acessor. The microprocessor fetches the 
data from the ADC and then processes it according to the program 
stored in the memory. The microprocessor deals with each 
input channel for one cycle of (tu=nrAif"ie_lfQ_\~f~f(~; time and then 
switches to the next channel until all six channels have been 
After serving all six input channels, the 
m1 cropr·ocessor· continues to calculate all the required data and 
then passes it to the instrumentation interface. The 
microcomputer picks up the data from the instrumentation 
interface and then multiplies it by the scaling factors and 
I 
e>:presses it. in G/lllrlef;riCDj C0rlfOYJe>itS. It then transfers the data to 
its display unit or uses it for other purposes. 











4-··2-11 • SH-64 Bus. 
Because:! many el ectF·oni cs components are incorporated in the 
system, it was impossible to fit all the components on one card. 
-fhe SH-64 b ••c .... ~ was utilized ta help the distribution of the 
components onto several cards. The assignment of the function 
of every line is shown in Appendix [ A J. .One of the most 
disadvantages of the SH--64 bus is its backplane which has 
under-·shoot and r--inging transients. All the wires in the 
backplane behave as transmission lines, in which unwanted 
transients exist. 
Sever· al attempts were made to eliminate these transients and the 
following conclusions obtained. 
All the input and output Jines of each card have to be 
secured by the ~rivers or buffers. 
2. The 74-Pil.S 01- 14-F ser-ies of TTL drivers and buffer-s are highly 
recommended, because the 74ALS and 74F series IC's outputs 
include clamping diodes to limit undershoot and control 
ringing on long signal lines. As with the input diode 
clamps~ these diodes are intended for transient suppression 
[ :::::5 J • 
~. Deploy active terminators at both ends of the backplane. 
4-2-11.. Layout of circuitry. 
The system has been constructed using a modular approach. Each 












cards then plug into an SH-64 backplane using a rack mounting 
There ;;.ire thrr~E' cards in the system: Card A, Card B 
and Car-d C. 
Car·d A c.onta1r;s all analogue cir-cuit.s and the ADC • 
- Card B contains the microprocessor 1 memory 1 counter 
cin:uits. 
and control 
Lard C contains the IEEE-488 interface and digital phase shifter 












It is important to note that probably no large operating system 
using current design technology can withstand a determined and 
well-coordinated . attack, and that most such documented 
penetrations ha~e been remarkably easy. 
B. Hebbard et al. 
It is necessary to point out that there is almost no writings 
composed in non-parent language of the author which is not 
subject to criticism if any defect therein is purposively sought. 












::i·. 1 • The procedlwe of dE~vel oping an operating system for the 
instrument . 
lt1e operating system of th~ instrument was developed using the 
editing, assembling and in-circuit emulation facilities of 
Intel's Microprocessor Development Series III System <MOS-III> 
This system allows easy and rapid development and debugging of 
assembly language <ASM 86 ) programs 5 the language used for 
writing the operating system of the instrument Each 
r-·out.ine is created as a file using the editor called "Alter" of 
the MDS-III . The editor creates what is known as a source 
code, which must then be assembled by ASSEMBLER_86 to form the 
microprocessor compatible machine code of 8088. The MOS III 
linker program called "LINK 86 11 is then use to 1 ink al 1 the 
routines together without assigning absolute addresses. All 
the r·outines are now specified at relor.:a.table addresses and are 
ready to be debugged using the in-circuit- emulator (ICE 86) 
facilities. These are particularly powerful facilities 
which allo~ users to trace the execution of a program, thus 
allowing programming errors to be located and corrected. 
Perhaps more important is that this can be done using combination 
of the MOS-III hardware features and/or the hardware of the 
instrument being developed. Thus the software can be initially 
tested using MDS-III har·dwar·e only. As more of the· system 
hardware is developed, so it is incorporated into the test 
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thereby ensur~ i ng that all testing and debugging is 
cc=\r-r:i. eel out cm <:• unit. as cl ci!=..e to the final product as possible. 
After the debugging procedure, a system program of the MDS-III 
c2.1 led "LUC B6" 1 ~=, en!p1 oyed to ] ocate the soft.wan:? at absolute 
addresses. ?4nother system program of MDS I I I cal led "OH 86" 
is used to convert the binar·y absolute object modu~e into Intel's 
s.t andard he>: a dee i mal for-mat. This hexadecimal file is then 
t.:.r·.:.msferrE~d to the hr.ist: computer· <PDP-11 /23) Unfortunately~ 
the Intel's standard hexadecimal format is not used by the EPROM 
which is connected to the PDP-11/23 . Therefore~ 
a system ·program on the PDP-11/23 called "CON" is used to 
convert it. into compatible form . The final step is to 
drn-in-·-1 oad the compatible hexadecimal code developed in PDP-11/23 
to the EPROM programmer and program the code into the EPROM . 
5-2 .. The operating system. 
The· ope~ating system controls all the functions of the harmonic 
analyser. There are two diagrams of concern. The first 
is Fig. 5.1 which is the flowchart outling the operating system. 
Fig. 5.2 shows the priority of the various procedures and nesting 
procedures and where they fit into the overall operating system 
and the sequence in which they are called. 
The program listing of the operating system in the Appendix c 
includes comments for the purpose of demonstrating the function 
of each section of the code. 
It must be stressed that the software currently used was composed 
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Fig. 5.2 Order of Execution of the Procedure of Operating System. 













with tt1e objective of achieving maximum speed because real- time 
~·i gnal processing speed is r-equi red. 
5··2·" 1. Initia1izaticm. 
The operating system was divided into 8 parts, Part 0 to Part 7. 
Part 0 consists of the "SAMP" segment, "ATCS" segment and 
"ST!-'.1Ct::: SEG" segmer1t. 
The "SAMP" segment ~ets up the storage area for the tempor·ary 
data and scratch pad registers. 
The "ATCS" segment stores the whole arc cosine 1 ook __ up table. 
Tile "STACK SEG" segment preserves the memory space for the system 
stack. 
The operation of the software. 
.Following a hardware reset program, which is inside the "RES" 
segment 1 ocate:"?d at the end of the progr"am, e>:ecuti on is 
transferred to the "BEGIN" procedure. The "BEGIN" is the main 
procedure which is divided into seven parts, parts 1 to 7. 
<1> Part 1 starts the code segment and defines the addresses of 
all the I/O ports, and initialises all the segment registers and 
stacks. 
<2> In Part 2 the microprocessor turns off the overflow LED and 
selects channel 6 which accesses Va as the first channel ta be 
processed. Counter 0 and counter 1 are then initialised. It 
selects the O_deg. phase modulating clock to modulate the input 
signal. The microprocessor then reads the external switch port 











n St.-Jf-'" which must be set manual 1 y befor·e the pr·ogr··am commE•nces 
in order to determine the maximum order of harmonics (from 1 
Counter 0 of the chip 8254 provides the 
modulating c.1.ock to the sign- bit modul atm-. This is 
initially set tc 50 Hz. Once the measuring process starts the 
counter a·ssi gned frequency is updated to a ne~"\I harmonic frequency 
before ttie microprocessor commences to process the new channel 
du;~ i ng the measurement. 
F'r-cJC:edure "MOD CU< SYN" is then called. 
the ZC port until the fundamental filtered 
This procedure polls 
zero crossing < ZC ) 
signal is detected. When this is completed it synchronizes 
the modulating clock by reseting counter 0. 
Fr ocedur-e "MOD cu::: UPDATE" is noi-J called and pol Is the ZC port 
until the ZC signal is again detected i . e. one fundamental 
c:yclE; la_ter- ) 
The v.::due of counter- l is r-ead. This value is decremented 
until one f unda.mental cycle has passed. This value is used to 
update counter·· 0 ~ which gener·ates the modulating clock. 
Pr-ocedure "DUMMY READ" i=· no~-J·e~·:ecuted; this is a pilot procedure 
which leads the ADC into the normal operation. The d1annel 
pointer (R6) is initialised with channel 6 which accesses Va. 
The mi cropr·ocessor now calls procedur·e "ZC_ADC" &-Ji th a zero 
degree phase shift modulating clock. This procedure lets the 
CPU first poll the ZC port until the rising edge of ZC signal is 
detected after which the analogue- to- digital converter <ADC> 
starts converting the analogue signal into the digital form. 
The microprocessor stores the $amples in the memory for one 











period of the zero_crossing signal, and then checks each sample 
it is: the CPU 1 i ght s !:he LED to show the overflow status of 
i::hE' i nµut s1 gn<:u. t>Jhi l E~ chEcki n~J OVE!r fl otA.1 op er at: i or1, the CPU 
c:dso modulates each sci.mple according to its sign __ bit, D15, which 
comes f rorn the si gn __ bi t modul at:o!'. 
the CPU will not change the sample, 
If the Dl!:i cont.a.ins "O" 
which means the sample is 
multiplied by c:r1e. If the D15 contains "1" the CPU will 
convert the sample into 2's complement form, ~~hi ch means the 
sample is multiplied by negative one. After modulating all 
"==amples 1 the CPU sums them up and then averages them by dividing 
tt:e summation value with the total number of samples involved in 
the ~·Llmtna ti or1 .. 
output and 
After averaging, 
~UK are obtained. 
the mean level values of 
and 
obtained by mod11lating at 0 and 90 degree phase shift reference 
clock re:::.pectiveJy. The and 90Uk are then stor·ed at 
address XV in memory. 
The ADC does have offset error which must be eliminated by the 
following procedure 
Let Pi be the absolute value of sample with +ve sign-bit • 
Let Qj be the absolute value of sample with -ve sign-bit . 
L.et Hi and Rj be the absolute values of off set er-r-or of the ADC, 
i 1 ' 2 ' . . . . . ' M 
j 1 ' 2~ . . . . . T N 
k = i + j 
where k is the total number of input samples in one fundamental 
per-i od. 











Take approximation, Ri or Rj = R which will be equal to the 
F - Mi n (Pi 01~ Q j ) . 
Sum of ~.ample<::.= Swnmatim1 [(+Pi+ Ri)J +Summation [(--Qj - Rj)J 
-- S11mm::1i'.ion [Pi J --· Summation LG!j] + (M-·NH~-H 
SummaUcm tPiJ + Summat:i.orr [QjJ =Sum of samples -- (M--·NHlfR 
<M-N> is the difference of the number of samples with +ve 
and -ve sign bit. 
Fr·ocedure "MOD CU< UPDATE 1 H is called and counter 0 generates 
modulating clock with its assigned harmonic f~eque cy. This 
as~:;i gned fTequ.ency is stor-ed in register- R14. 'The microproc-
essor chooses the 90_deg. phase shift modulating clock before 
• 
modt1lating the input signal so that the modulating clock can have 
longer time to stabilise. 
"AVET<?"iGING" is called and checks for overflovJ of input 
signal and modulates. samples ~"lith gain +1 or -1 according to 
si gn-·b1 t. It also eliminates the offset error according to the 
method described above in the "ZC ADC" 
Pr·ocedt.tr'es "ZC ADC" and "MOD CU< UPDATE 1" are again called but 
at a 90_deg. phase shift modulating clock. The next channel 
(i.e. channel 5) is then selected. 
Pt-ocedure "AVERAGING" is again called to process those samples 
der·ived at the 90 deg. phase modulating clock. 
The whole cycle is then repeated. This cycle is repeated for 
each channel channel 6 down to channel 1, each with two sets of 
data, one at O_degree and the other 90_degree phase shift 
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After all si ': chann~Is have been accessed the contents of 
register R14 is decreased by one .. It is then checked to see 
if it is zero. 
harmonic frequency. 
If not, the cycle is repeated using the new 
If it is zero then Part 3 is started. 
<3> Part 3 processes equation set (3.7) and is programmed to 
calculate D.C. tenns of 2Ut<COS BK/k(p+U11 and 2UKSIN 8K/k(p+1)f1 
in equation c:~:. 7) based on the method descr-i bed in the '~ll:.?...1::..1~(;,~-~~) 
(3-2-3) Equation (3-7-6) to (3-7-8) each hav~ two D.C. 
ter-ms. The 2nd term arising from the higher harmonics can 
be eliminated by dividing equation equations (3.7.18), (3.7.21) 
and (3.7.24) by a factor of 3 and then substracting them from 
equations (3.7.6) to (3.7.8) respectively. By repeating the 
same pr-oceduref those D.C. terms which exist in equation <3.7.1) 
to {3.7.5) can be eliminated. 













·where-subscr-ipt k is the· or-der of the harmonic. 
The ~alues of D.C. terms are stor-ed in memory, starting with 
'._those related to.the fundamental and going tip ~o those related to 
the highest ha~monic. 
According to the abov~ data structure, each set of values related 
io/ 











to a particular hat-manic oc:c:upies 12 wor-ds (or- 24 byte!;;). 1his 
means that the starting address offset of each set of data 
relc=d.erJ +.o 2. pEwticu1es· h<:irrnrm1c JS a multiple of 24 
Part 3 processes 8 pr·oc.:edur-es; namel ~l procedure "THREE 7 8" down 
"l HFEE 7 8" begins hy initializing star-ting 
for calculating equation (3.7.8) The microproc-
harmonic that needs to be measured. 
I ·f the or·dE·!- of th~ hannoni c is less than or- equal to the 
1:wocedure t.e!-minates and r·etur-r1s to the main routine. If it is 
:-:t-~ 
.L...·-· *,' .:;. +.:..cl or ::::; i s stor·eci in register R6. Ther·e-
a-f ter- the routine DEHA is called and e;.:ecutes the following 
the 
co11t.ent 
e.nd 2U8 SIN 88 /rf 
C:"::t"°' 
-· t: IL.. 
~...;hi ch 
,,0U24- and divides it by the 
":!" 
·-' = It then subtracts the result 
The neh! set of r-esul ts is 2Ug COS 08 /Jf 
This ~et is stored back in 
All the 1· e:sul ts are E:»:pre=-seci 1 n the two's complement for·m. 
Pt-ocedures "THREE 7 7 11 down to "THREE 7 1" operate on the same 
basis~ each using a different set of data, a different dividing 
factor stor-ed in R6 and a different address pointer according to 
equation set (3.7) 
<4> Part 4 calculates the average input fundamental frequency of 
6 channels based on the first 12 input values from counter 1, 
v'hi ch are stored in the memor·y 1 ocati on "ZCC" using the following 
equation : 
/O:l 











FREQ * 10 = 10*12*2.5E6 I SUM [ZCCJ 
"' scaling factor and SUM [ZCCJ the summation of the first 1--::. 
T 1-1 ~ al !:=;.f.} cal cul ates the quadr~.nt of el< according to Fig. 3.4 
It t!SPS pr·cicedur "-"' "DI~; ·::·~U ._, .. ..::_ Is a 32 __ b it by 
procedure, using the substract and test method. 
32 bit i. . . 01v1s1on 
"SROOT" which has a nesting 
p1~or:edure cal 1 ed "QUE" . "SROOT" calculates the square r-oot 
{J f a 32 bit binary number involved in the calculation of 
The algorithm of calculating square roots is 
From an old Chinese formula which is expressed in verse form for 
c:it~cimal nwnber·s modified tor bin.:.<ry number·s. 
It f i r·st divides the 32_bit number into two groups of 16_bit 
ThE! procedur·e cal led "QUE" calculates both the most and 
the least significant words of the data. The result of a 
square root uf a 32_bit number is 16 bit • 
After "SF:OOT" is completed, "DIV 32" is called to work out XK:/AK. 
Prc:Jcedure "FANG" is called to determine the absolute va.lue of 8k 
in binary fm-m. The arc cosine value ( or 8k ) is contained in 
the DI register. The angle determined is only in the range 0 
to 90 degree with scaling factor 10 1 that is, 0 to 900. Its 
quadrant has to be established by other procedures. This 
procedure uses fast searching method to determine the angle from 
the looking_up table defined in the "ATCS" segment. The 
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acc.:ur·acy (resol uli on) o+ lhi s l ook ___ up table is 0. 2 degree. The 
speed of this procedure using a look_up table inconjunction with 
.:;i searching t.E!chni que is much faste1- than numerical processor-s. 
The quadrant of e~ is determined from the sign of 
accordino to Fig. SK is based on the fundamental 
scale. On the harmonic ~cale, et< = K * €h· It is 
imp or· ta.rd.: to note that e~ is always checked and adjusted to 
an angle between 0 and 360 degree. 
<6> Pa1-t 6 choose,_; the angle of the fundamental component of Va 
as the reference. All angles of the harmonic compooents, 
which are sets of data~ refer to it. If any angle is larger· 
than 360 degree the microprocessor adjusts the angle to the range 
of 0 to 360 degree. 
<7> Par··t 7 transfer-s amplitudes and angles of V1<. and I from K 
the f t.mdamental up to the assigned harmonic order ma>: i mum 25 ) , 
to the GPIB bus. The i nt.erf ace a:ddn~ss of this i nstr·ument is 
arbitrarily assigned as 9. Procedures "GPIB" and "GPIB1" are 
called three times in total to tr·ansfer three types and sets of 
da.ta: (1) total number of data that needs to be transferred, (2) 
-fundamental frequency and (3) amplitudes and angles , to the 
GPIB interface. The GPIB is one of the most complex interface 
systems. To describe its operation is beyond the scope of this 
thesis. To understand this routine one needs to consult the 
data sheet of MC68488 and IEEE 488 bus specification. The 
whole program will be repeated after the data has been 
transferred to the interface. 
10+ 
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=i--3 .. Softi.-Jare of the microcomputer-. 
A program called "H7" written in the Basic language runs on an 
mi er ocornr.•uter for· seal. i ng the- 1-aw data o·f harmonic 
c.:..~ l cul ati ng the nns values of out put voltage and current of the 3 
phases. Fig. 5.3 shews the flowchart of the program. The 
pr-ogr·am listing is appended in ~~ppendi}: ]). 
The w-ogram first .polls the HPIB until it is ready fm-
transferring data. The raw data is then received from the HPIB. 
The microcomputer then scales the data to obtain the resultant 
harmonic components of amplitude and angle. After scaling, 
the resultant components will be pr-inted. Thereaftet-, the 
resultant components are relocated in the memory to create the 
initial circumstances for cai cul ati on of symmtv·i e-c.\ components 
uo, LH· and LI- } of each hannoni c voltage and current. 
According to Fortes~ue's theory [ 13 J UO, U+ and U- can be 
calculated as follows 
uo = Ua + Ub + Uc / -.T __ ,
LI+ = Ua + a Ub + a·'··? Uc I 3 
u- = l.la + a---·-2 Ub + a Uc I < ~· 
or, 
LIO = r [ Ua cos Ba + Ub cos Sb> + Uc cos Sc> ] -+· \. 
j [ Ua sin 8a + Ub sin 8b) + Uc sin Sc) ] } I 3 
U+ = { [ Ua cos Ba + Ub cos ( 120+8b) + Uc cos (240+8c) ] + 
J [ Ua sin Sa + Ub sin (120+8b) + Uc sin (240+8c> ] } I 3 
u- = { [ lla cos 8a + Ub cos (240+8b) + Uc cos < 120+8c) ] + 
j [ Ua sin Qa + Ub sin (240+8b) + Uc sin < 120+8c) J "\ I 3 ,, 
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Refer-r-ing to the a.bo,le formul a ' Ua, 
Ub and Uc are to be 
C C~i-i ::: i der £~d a.:=.: ':_:j i r1LtS{.J:i dal steady sta.te CHtd are e>: p1-essed i f1 
notation of the phase voltaqe or current 6f three phase systems. 
Define !Ji = I.Ji L 8i ~ ~·Jhere i can be a! b 01 c,, UO ~ IJ+ and U·-
The 1 ast step of the program is to calculate and the 
tesult2nt rms values of Va~ Ia, lb and Ic in order to 
compar~ them to readings from the analogue meters. 











Nothing ever becomes real till it is experienced _____ even a 
proverb is no proverb to you till your life has illustrated it . 













The success of a new instrument depends on its ability to measure 
a given value more accurately, more simply, more cheaply and with 
more versatility than is allowed by existing equipments. Thus 
the testing and evaluation is as important as the design and 
construction of a new instrument. 
6-1. Testing Apparatus. 
The apparatus employed to evaluate the performance of the 
harmonic analyser are as follows 
<1> A set-up of three phase synchronous rotating harmonic 
generators manufactured by the Mawdsley's Ltd., England. 
(2) Three sets of CTs < JIS C1731, Type 2243, Rated Accuracy 
0. 11. manufactured by the Yokogawa Electric Works Ltd., 
( 3) 
Japan. 
Three sets of Voltmeters and Ammeters < Type 2013, 
0.5 manufactured by the same company as the CTs. 
(4) One Digital Storage Oscilloscope. 
(5) One X-Y Plotter. 
(6) Three sets of adjustable Resistive Loads. 
<7> One Current Probe. 
Class 
Further details about the characteristics of the above apparatus 













6 -S' ~. Preparation of Testing Apparatus. 
The following matters have to prepare for the testing : 
(1) Firstly all the meters used in test were calibrated and a 
- /,..,., 
has been selected to ·~ive a{WJ~·~6~tr\ deflection in 
'/ '· 
range on them 
order to obtain a more accurate and reliable reference for 
measurement. 
(2) The connecting leads between the analyser and the CT were 
made as short as possible so as to avoid excessive unwanted 
pickup. 
(3) One of the input channels of a digital storage oscilloscope 
was c:Jti 1 i zed to monitor the output vol ta·~e waveform of phase A. 
(4) A current probe was connected to the other channel of the 
oscilloscope to show the current waveform of phase A. 
(5) The stored voltage and current waveforms were then plotted 
using an X-Y plotter. 
(6) The readings from the analogue meters were the root mean 
square values of the tested waveforms. Each reading 
represents the summation of all the measured harmonics of each 
phase. This can be illustrated in the following equation 
Urms = ] 2 dt 
where Urms is the resultant root mean square CRMS> value of the 
voltage or current. 
A software approach was adopted to calculate the resultant RMS 
values of Va, Vb, Ve, Ia, lb and le of all the harmonics from the 
memory of the microcomputer. These resultant values are used 
















(7) The expression given by [ L U,.::sin rn:w!'t + 01(/1() J represents 
/\. 
the tested waveform. Substituting the peak amplitudes (UK) and 
phase angles ce~ of harmonic components obtained from the 
analyser to the expression, the waveform could be reconstructed. 
This was accomplished using a programming technique to take the 
summation of the most sighificant harmonics of phase A, i.e. the 
fundamental, 3rd, 5th and 7th. The reconstructed individual 
and resultant waveforms of phase A were then C:,~i 1 ized to compare 
the one recorded by the X-Y plotter. 
6-3. Procedure of operating the harmonic analyser. 
Procedure of operating the harmonic analyser is as follows : 
(1) Connect the voltages and currents inputs properly as in Fig. 
6.1. Resistive loads A, Band C must be adjusted to match 
each other precisel;y to minimize unbalance amongst phases. 
(2) Using the manual switch inside tbe analyser to assign the 
maximum order from 1 to 25 ) of the harmonic needed to be 
measured ( in this measurement the switch is set to 7 ) and then 
turn on the analyser. 
( 'J ~ v, Switch on the HP85 and load the "H7" program from the tape. 
( 4) Press the reset button on the front panel of the analyser. 
(5) Wait for 1 minute time and then press the RUN button on the 
keyboard of HP85. 
(6) The results will be shown in the screen or printer of HP85 
automatically and cpntinuously. 
(7) The operation can be stopped by pressing the reset key of 
HP85 together with the reset button of the analyser. 































6-4. Results of the tests. 
Two sets of results each were recorded at different electrical 
angles for the following combinations of harmonics, which wer-e 
generated by the harmonic generators. 
{1} 1st and 3rd <Test 1 and 2) • 
'"'"'"\· \.,,:..J 1st and 5th <Test '":! ·-· and 4) • 
{3} 1st and 7th (Test c::- and 6) • ..J 
{4} 1st, 3rd, 5th and 7th <Test 7 and 8) • 
An additional test CTest 9) was done to examine non-distorted 
waveforms with fundamental frequency in an unbalanced thr-ee phase 
power supply by deer-easing the r-esistances of Load A, B and C in 
tLtrn. 
The results of the tests ar-e appended in Appendix E to 
demonstrate the capability of the analyser-. 
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6-5. Conclusion of the tests. 
The various tests performed on the analyser show that the 
analyser does measure harmonic components in amplitude and angle 
correctly for voltage and current. Unfortunately the goal~ 
of high degree of precision and real time speed were not 
consummately achieved with this model, but some alterations could 
be made to enhance both accuracy and speed conciderably. 
Firstly with regard to the real time speed, this can be improved 
by adding more hardware into the measuring system. One 
analyser per channel would be ideal if the economic factor is not 
of concern. 
Secondly with regard to accuracy, an attempt to explain the 
difference of readings between the analyser and the analogue 
meters has to be consider first : 
(1) The readings taken from the reference meters are at a time 
later or earlier than that obtained from the ~rialyser. This is 
because of the unavailability of the sophisticated controlling 
excitation circ11itry to stabilize the g·enerators. Hence, 
there must be some difference between the two readings. 
(2) The analogue multiplexer in the input circuit of the 
analyser generates noise . This is caused by channel switching. 
It also has an inherent voltage and current offset error. 
I 0' ' ._J j The readings were taken by the analyser on each channel at 
least one fundamental period after the previous one, instead of 
taken simultaneously. This also causes error owing to 
frequency fluctuations of the signal from the generators at 











(4) Th~ performance of ADC is not as reliable as a commercial 
equivalent.. The former device is more probably susceptible to 
error. 
( 5') The .~ma logue meters and current t.r.::tnsformers have nonl ine:<:ir 
characteristics such as stray inductance, capacitance of windings 
and the frequency dependent core loss, which way also cause 
error, 
( G) The harrnorjic .?:ener.:::ttors have no scale to show the change of 
the electrical angle. This makes the measurement very 
inconvenient. 
The way to eliminate the experimental errors is as follows : 
{a} The errors owing to the instability of the rotating 
harmonic generators and the nonlinearity of analogue meters as in 
( 1.) .• ( f.1) and ( t3) above can be eliminated by the employment of the 
electronic harmonic generators instead of the one used in the 
measurement a "" .,, explained in section 1-7. The construction 
and design the electronic generators is beyond the scope of this 
thesis, 
{b} The error owing to the switching noise, voltage and current 
offset of the multiplexer and the time interval between the 
measurements of successive channels as in {2) and (3) above can 
be overcome by using 12 ADCs, two for each channel at 0 and 90 
deg. phase shift modulating clock, instead of employment of the 
noisy analogue multiplexer. 
{c} The error owing to the performance ·of ADC in ( 4) ·· above 
be overcome by replacement of the homemade ADC ·with a more 











{d} A more careful layout of the circuit on a printed circuit 
board would also reduce the noise, i.e. reduce the degree of 
error. 











To make an end is to make a beginning. 
The end is where we start from. 
T. S. Eliot 
If a jade travels thousand miles, 
perseverance. 
K. L. Shum 
I t 7 











7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This thesi.s has covered the subject of harmonics existing in a 
three phase power system and the measurement thereof. It is 
hoped that its application will be of some use in solving some of 
the problems caused by harmonics in three phase systems. 
In view of the contents of this thesis the following conclusions 
can be drawn. 
(1) Th~ main contribution of this project was the development of 
a general purpose instrument for measuring amplitudes and phase 
angles of harmonics of the three phase power systems and express 
them in symmetrical components. 
(2) The final 
unimportant. 
cpnf iSuY-ation of the instrument is rel at i vel y 
Important is the measurement technique employed 
by the instrument. 
(3) The project showed that an innovative "+1 and -1" modulation 
technique can be successfully applied to measure the amplitudes 
and phase angles of harmonics. 
<4> The various tests performed on the instrument show that it 
functions properly, but the goals of hi9h degree of precision and 
real time speed were not consummat~ly achieved with this first 
model. 
(5) The overall impression of the thesis is that the expressing 
of the amplitudes and phase ~ngles of harmonic components in 
symmetrical components seems irrelevant. The reason of 
expressing the testing results in symmetrical components will be 













In the view of the author of this thesis the following 
recommendations are proposed. 
<1> A thorough analysis and software simulation tests to 
eval Lt ate the performance of the "+ 1 and -1" technique should be 
internationally disclosed by the author of this thesis in order 
to raise a challenge to the current signal processing methods. 
These jobs are obviously beyond the scope of this thesis. 
<2> Both me~suring speed and accuracy will be considerably 
improved if some alterations are made according to the 
suggestions in sectio~ 6-5. 
<3> "Symmetrical components" is the elementary vehicle of 
unbalance and load flow analyses for three phase power systems. 
With a little additional software, this instrument can be 
extended to analyse unbalance and load flow, etc. i.e. increasing 
the versatility of the instrument. 
<4> An instrument like this is useful for harmonic, unbalance, 
load flow analyses, etc. in areas with dense electrical 
distribution networks, for example the USA, Europe and North-east 
Asia. 
<5> The merits and advantages of this instrument over that of 
the mini- and/or mainframe computer, include the following : 
Ine:<pensi v_e and easy i nstal 1 ati on, maintenance and SLtpervi si on of 
performance in terms of -
{a} harmonic analyais, 
{b} unbalance analysis, 
Cc} load flow analysis, 












parallel operation with other instruments such as 
controllers, etc. 
is ensured if an entire distribution network is served by this 
instrument. 
<6> The deployment of hundreds of this instrument in a whole 
distribution network will prove more effective than a few mini-
and/or mainframe computers. 
<7> The versatility of the instrument makes it extremely 
powerful and it is hoped that circumstances will permit the 
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10 REM PROG H7 
20 DIM AC20) 1 Va 
30 DIM 8(20) ANG Va 
40 DIM CC20) Vb 
50 DIM 0(20) ANG Vb 
60 DIM E<20) Ve 
70 DIM FC20) 1 ANG Ve 
80 DIM ZC500> I RAW DATA 
90 DEG 
100 RESET 7 ! RESET HPIB 
110 ! ####################### 
120 ! POLL FOR HPIB READINESS 
1~0 I ###########1#1######### 
140 S=SPOLL<709) ! SERIAL POLL 
150 DISP S ! STATUS OF HPIB 
160 IF NOT BIT(S,6) THEN 140 
170 DISP "SQR OK ?" 
180 REM SERVICE REQUEST 
190 OISP "S = 0 ;S 
200 IF NOT BITCS,0) THEN 140 
210 REM TEST READINESS OF HPIB 
220 OISP "BIT 0 SET OK" 
230 ENTER 709 USING "#,W" I B 
240 REM B IS TOTAL NUMBER OF 
250 REM INPUT SAMPLES AHO EACH 
260 REM CONSISTS OF ONE WORD IN 
270 REM MEMORY. 
280 OISP " B=";B 
290 ! #################### 
300 ! INPUT DATA FROM HPIB 
310 ! #################### 
320 FOR I=0 TO B-1 
330 ENTER 709 USING "#,W" ; ZCI> 
340 REM ZCI) IS AMP. OR ANG. 
350 MEXT I 
360 ! ######################### 
370 ! SCALE HARMONIC COMPONENTS 
380 ! ######################### 
390 F=Z<0)/10 
400 REM RECOVER THE FUND. FREQ. 
410 PRINT "FUND. FREQ.=";F;" HZ" 
420 PRINT 
430 C=B-1 
440 REM C IS TOTAL NUMBER OF RAW 
DATA OF AMP. AND ANG. 
450 M=C DIV 12 
460 REM M IS ORDER OF HARMONICS 
NEEDED TO BE HANDLED. 
470 .J=l 
480 REM J=l IS INDEX TO ADDRESS 
THE FIRST DATA,Ua,IN MEMORY. 
490 L=7 
500 REM L=? IS INDEX TO ADDRESS 
THE FIRST CURRENT AMPLITUDE, 
Ia. 
510 FOR K=l TO M 
520 FOR I=J TO J+S STEP 2 
530 ZCI)=.0922*Z<I> 
540 REM .0922 IS SCALING FACTOR 
OF VOLTAGE = C340/5)(5/2A12) 
~<PI/2)(1/SQR 2> 
.1> I 
550 REM <340/5) FROM INPUT 
SCALING CIRCUIT. 
560 REM (5/2A12) FROM AOC. 
570 REM <PI/2) FROM COEF. OF 
EQN SET (3),(1/SQR 2) IS RMS 
580 NEXT I 
590 J=J+12 
600 NEXT K 
610 FOR K=l TO M 
620 FOR I=L TO L+5 STEP 2 
630 ZCI)=.001965tZ(I) 
640 REM .001965 IS INPUT CURRENT 
SCALING FACTOR = (l/SQR 2)* 
(1/6.9)(5/2A12)CPI/2) 
650 REM (1/6.9)_ SCALING FACTOR. 
66€1 ~~EXT I 
670 L=L+12 
680 NEXT K 
690 FOR I=2 TO C STEP 2 
700 Z<I>=Z<I)/10 
710 REM SCALING FACTOR OF ANG. 
720 NEXT I 
730 ! ################### 
740 ! PRINT RESULTANT 
750 t HARMONIC COMPONENTS 
760 I ################### 
770 H=l ! H IS HARMONIC ORDER 
780 FOR I=1 TO C STEP 12 
790 PRINT "HA. ORDER= •;H 
800 PRINT 
810 PRINT "VA= ";ZCI) 
820 PRINT "ANG VA= ";ZCI+l) 
830 PRINT "VB= ";Z<I+2) 
840 PRINT "ANG VB= ";ZCI+J) 
850 PRINT "VC= ";Z(I+4) 
860 PRINT UANG VC=";Z(I+S) 
870 PRINT 
880 PRIHT "IA= ";Z(I+6) 
890 PRINT "ANG IA= 0 ;Z<I+7) 
900 PRINT "IB= ";Z<I+8) 
910 PRINT UANG IB= ";Z(I+9) 
920 PRINT "IC= ";ZCI+10) 




970 NEXT I 
980 H=H-1 
990 ! ################### 
1000 ! RELOCATE RESULTAHT 
1010 I HARMONIC· COMPOHEHTS 
1020 ! IN MEMORY 
1030 I ##################J 
1040 REM STORE Va.Ia 
1050 T=0 
1060 J=0 













1100 NEXT I 
1110 REM STORE ANG OF Va ANO Ia 
1120 T=T+l 
1130 J=0 
1140 FOR I=T TO 12*6+6+T STEP 6. 
1150 B(J)=Z<I) 
1160 .J=.J+ 1 
1170 NEXT I 
1180 REM STORE Vb.lb 
1190 T=T+l 
1200 J=0 
1210 FOR l=T TO 12*6+6+T STEP 6 
1220 C(J)=Z(I) 
1230 J=J+l 
1240 NEXT I 
1250 REM STORE ANG OF Vb ANO,Ib 
1260 T=T+l 
1270 .J=0 
1280 FOR I=T TO 12i6+6+T"STEP 6 
1290 O(J)=Z<l) 
1300 J=.J+l 
1310 HEXT I 
1320 REM STORE Vc,Ic 
1330 T=T+l 
1340 J=0 
1350 FOR I=T TO 12i6+6+T STEP 6 
1360 E(J)=Z<I) 
1370 J=J+l 
1380 NEXT I 
1390 REM STORE ANG OF Ve AND le 
1400 T=T+l 
1410 J=0 
1420 FOR I=T TO 12l6+6+T STEP 6 
1430 F(J)=Z<l) 
1440 ~i=J+l 
1450 NEXT I 
1460 ! ###################### 
1470 ! CALCULATE U0,U+ AND U-
1480 ! ################111##1. 
1490 H=0 
1500 FOR I=l TO H 
1510 .Q=0 


















































































IF Q=l THEN GOTO 1850 
#####11##11####1###1## 
! PRINT RESULTANT 
I SYMMETRICAL COMPONENTS 
! OF HARMONICS. 
I ###################### 
PRINT "HA. ORDER= ";I 
PRINT 
PRINT "V0= ";K 
PRINT "RNG V0= ";L 
PRINT "V+=·";M 
PRINT "ANG V+= ";R 
PRINT "V-= ";U 




PRINT 11 10= ";K · 
PRINT "ANG 10= ";L 
PRINT "I+= ";M 
PRINT "ANG I+= ";R 
PRINT "I-= ";U 







t CALCULATE RESULTANT 
! PHASE VOLTAGES 

































































2440 ! 11111111##1#1######## 
2450 ' PRINT RESULTANT RMS 
2460 ! OF Va,Vb,Vc,Ia,lb,Ic. 
2470 I ##1#11#####1######### 
2430 PRINT 
2490 PRINT 
2500 PRINT "VA= ".;B 
2510 PRINT "VB= 0 ;0 
2520 PRIHT 0 VC= ";F 
2530 PRINT •IA= ";H 
2540 PRINT "IB= ";J 














A P P E N D I X E 
The units of voltage and current used in this appendix are 












T E S T I 
Resultant Waveform of Harmonics : 1st + .1r4 
Resultant RMS Values 
of 3 phase components 
Analogue Meters readings 
of 3 phase power supply 
DEVIATION 
( % ) 
1 • .JA= 67. ~35293:=:::::::31 bf·i - ~.'I 
VB= 67. 8€132042389 __ · ___________ ._6,f:.3 _____ ---------~-~-~-~--:-~~- -------·· _ .. . -~_):'t$_~= 
VC= 69. 6338462756 ti .. 1 + f· 3~ 
1 A= 4. 55966540441 =-~----- i:!tT-------:·-··----·-·-··-·-------------------~+-1-1-r---
1 B = 4 . 3 2 0 4 0 7 5 4 0 6 8 ....'..$"_}_ ______________ ...::::_$J_o ___ _ 











FUND. FREQ= 50 HZ 
HA. OF.DEF:= 
'.:18= 6~~1 :::e76 
A t·~ i~ i,_,' A = ~:~ 
!i)B= 61 . 7:?44 
p t·~ ;::; I.) E; = 2 4 0 
t.)C= 6:'. 6252 
IP= ~. 22'.432 
IE:= 3. 95."?365 
A t·~ 1::; I E: = 2 4 4 . 6 
IC= 4.14Si15 
Ar1i::; ::c= 124.6 
1.)E:= . ?;6(13 









HA. C:F:DEP= 3 
l,}P.= 2;::. 0(154 
ANG i,_.iA= 26 9 
t} B = ~ / . 3 5 2 ~· 
H~·~G 1)B= 266. 9 
1)C= 27.7146 








IA= 4S 3 
1 '69??6 
1 t;= 2s:::. 3 
i . 676145 
IC= 16t:.3 
HA. C!FC.iEP= 4 
1~}A= . fi922~ 
At·H:; 1 • ..'A= :::?. 9 
VE;= . [1921 
At·H:; i,_.if:= 327. 9 
I,}(:= . ~::1::;9f 
At·1G i)C:= 207. 9 
I A= . 0(19:::6 
A t·~ 1::; I A = 7 ? . 9 
IE:= . 009257 
Rt·~G IE:= 3i7.9 
IC= .oo:::s?s 
At·~G IC:= 197.9 
Hfi. OF:DEF.:= "' ·-' 
';}A= i . 5362 
A t·4 ,:; •.} H = 2 7 (1 . 5 
1...'E:= 1 . 46596 
A H G ;,} E: = 1 5 (1 . 5 
!._.IC= 1. 61064 
AMG 1.)C= 3(1. 5 
I A= . li.360'.55 
AHG IA= 267.9 
IE:= .03:::545 
Ai·iG IE:= 147.9 
IC= .03169 
ANG IC= 27.9 
HA. iJF::DEF.:= 6 
l,}fi= . 0922 
A t·i 1::; '.)A= ::? 4 ? . 9 
'·..'B= . 0936 
A t·~ ;:; i,) E: = 2 2 7 . 9 
1,}C= . ~)9657 
At·H::; 1...'C= 1 (1?. 9 
I A= . 02("f75 
At·iG IA= -2. 1 
IE~= . (12358 
At·-IG IE:= 237. 9 
IC= .021615 









l,)ft= 268. 9 
1 . 2576 
'.}E:= 147.9 
1. 19:::6 
At·4G 1.}C= 27. 9 
IA= .021615 
At-H; I A= 277. 9 
IE:= .01972 
At·i1:; if;= 157. 9 
IC= . 024545 
ANG IC= 37.9 
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Resultant Waveform of Harmonics 1st + 3 ..,.-J. 
Resultant RMS Values 
of 3 phase components 
Analogue Meters readings 







63. 519394f:! 132 ---~(:.~------··-··-- -~ .. · 
64. 33246f15928 u -~ --
64. 4957617223 -- -- -- -(t-:-g·-~:~-~,_~=-
3. 2:32116398:=~7 ___________ 3_~35 ______ _ 
3.2624909387 3·3/ - -·=- .-C' - -7-c-·-1 .- -- --···--··· ·-- / 
.:, .. _!,._, I::• ._! f:. b I ( ;_i .::_ I::• . 3 . > .Q 
E1 
DEVIATION 
( % ) 
-0-.92 
















FUND. FREQ.= 50.1 HZ 
HA. 
i,_.iA= 




61 . 544 
'...iA= f1 
62. 27~:16 
1 .. 1F:= 24(1 
1.}C= 62. 5:::2e 
A~~G '.)C= 120 
l 
IA= 3. 110595 
At·iG IA= . 6 
I 8= 3. t::H::5~35 
AMG IB= 24£1. 6 
IC:= 3. 232425 
AHG IC= 12(1.6 
HA. OF.'.DER= .-, .::. 
1·..'A= . i 944 
At·iG 10..'A= 95. 8 
r.}E:= . 23572 


















HA. ORDEF.:= 7 ·-· 
'.}A= i 5. 674 
ANG ;,,1A= 1 86. 6 
'.}8= 15 . 85:::4 
RHG 1.}8= 66. 6 
I,}(:= 15. 235 
AHG '._.IC= 306. 6 
IA= 1.043415 
AHG IA= 190.4 
IB= 1.051275 
ANG I B= 7(1. 4 
IC= . 99499 
ANG IC= 310.4 
HA. OF.:DEF.:= 4 
1.,IA= . 2:::44 
At·~G i,)A= 253. 2 
'.}8= . 2305 
AHG '·..'B= 133. 2 
t 1r:= . 2:::5::: 








IA= 1 270.6 




HA. ORDER= C" ·-· 
1.JA= .6192 
AHG 1.}A= 234. 4 










liC•-,, ~~- 114.4 
.5956 
1.}C= 354. 4 





IC:= 367. 2 
HA. OPDER= 6 
VA= .5532 
Rt-iG 1.}fi= 73. 2 
1 • .JB= . 52~36 
At·iG 1,,18= 313. 2 
1.}C:= . 529E: 
A~4G VC= 193.2 
I A= . fil 0025 
AHG IA= B7.6 
IE:= .011-361 
AHG IB= 327.6 
IC= .01139 
AHG IC= 207.6 
HA. ORDER= 7 
' . ..'A= 729:3 
ANG l,,IA= 241 .4 
VB= 7397 
ANG IJB= 121 4 
VC= 7376 
ANG 1,}(:= i .4 
IA= . ~310565 
ANG IA= 248.8 
IB= . i309?f: 
ANG IE:= 128.8 
IC= .012755 
ANG IC= ::: . 8 
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HA. OF.:DEF:= i 
V0= .307726595819 
ANG V0= 162.970047695 
V+= 62.1324666667 

























. 2191 (16666666 
i,}+= 95. ::: 
V-= 1 .25957947128E-2 
ANG V-= -95.4601780928 
!0= 6.45706363433E-3 
ANG I0= 176.699152836 
I~= 4.78846666667E-2 
ANG l+= 110.3 
I-= 6.4570636343E-3 
ANG I-= 43.9008471639 
HA. OFWEF'.= 3 
V0= .184895153474 
ANG V0= 109.867603214 
V+= 15.5891333333 









. 1:34:::95i534 72 
V-= -96.6676032156 






HA. OF.:DEF:= 4 
V0= l.82044866262E-2 
ANG V0= -45.5279116091 
'~··+= . 2669 
ANG V+= -106.B 
V-= 1.82044866267E-2 
ANG V-= -168.072088392 
I0= 5.65667845223E-4 
ANG 10= -178.066244557 
I+= 1.1013666666?E-2 
Am; I+= -89. 4 
I-= 5.656678452E-4 
ANG I-= -.733755442334 
HA. OF.:DEF'.= 5 
V0= 1.02812126394E-2 
ANG V0= 155.901455161 
V+= .6151 
ANG 1.}+= -125.6 
V-= 1.02812126392E-2 
















ANG V0= 89.0837667315 
U+= .534533333333 
ANt:; 1.}+= 73. 2 
V-= 9.70383658353E-3 
ANG V-= 57.3162332697 
10= 3.95379564473E-4 
ANG 10= -127.115003951 
I+= .010675 
ANG I+= :?.7. 6 
1-= 3.9537956448E-4 
ANG I-= -57.684996047 





































TE S T 3 
v 
Resultant Waveform of Harmonics 1st + s tli 
Resultant RMS Values 
of 3 phase components 
Analogue Meters readings 
of 3 phase power supply 
DEVIATION 
{ % ) 
'·..'A= 65 .9948721091 (!i'·t -~--'-·s-'-1 __ _ 
•,}E:= 64. 3132509633 5·2 - l·?H ._______:::__ _ 
~.JC= 68 - 5~360398(1134 t >-9 4 V-·o 
I A= 3. 5930~3894235 s· ( o ----:_-o~~,-----
I B= 3. 53322204~~U39 ----3:.6-'----· ·--·---·-··-·-·--···-· .. ·--------------::::~..:.:!:."J",_ _ 












FUND. FREQ 49.9 
HA CIRDEF.:= i 
11} A = 6 2 . ~) 5 0 6 
At·~G 1.)fl= ~3 
1.,tE:= 60. Oe6 
At·iG 1 • ..'E:= 240 
1,}C= 64. 54 
At·lG i,)(:= 1 2€1 
IA= 3.267795 
At-iG IA= 5.1 
I 8= 3. 2~3295 
fHiG I B= 245. 1 
IC:= 3. 42696 
At·H; IC= 125. 1 
HA. OPDEF.'.= 2 
i,}Ff= . 351 7;:: 
Ar·iG \iA= 26:::. 1 
l,_.18= . 34894 
At·H:; 1-}8= 14S. 1 
1.} c = . 3 3 1 9 2 
At·iG VC= 2:::. 1 
IA= .~::13144 
ANG IA= 270.7 
IE:= . (1334•::16 
Rt-iG·IB= 150.7 
IC= . ~331965 
ANG IC= 30.7 
HA. OF.:DEP= 3 
•.)A= 1 . 6596 
At·iG •,}ft= 1 77. 1 
l,}8= 1.5674 
ANG 1,.JB= 57. 1 
VC= 1 . :;::44 
AMG 1.}C= 297. 1 
I A= . (13537 
ANG IA= 180.9 
IE~= . €13375 
ANG IB= 60.9 
IC= . ~339651 
Rt·4G IC= 300. 9 







~.I ·-'. I 
. ~34 752 
11iB= 153.7 
1 .. 1r:= . ~35674 
HNI~ 1.iC= .:::: . ;"' 
I A= . ~3(1:::405 
At~G IA= 264. 5 
I B= . (H37:::.; 
ANG IE:= 144.5 
IC= . 00::::::25 
AMG Tf= 24.5 
HA. OFWEF.:= 5 
1,}Ff= 21 . 7592 
At~c; i,}fi= 1 75. 7 
1.}E:= 22. 3124 
ANG VB= 55.7 
1,.JC= 22.3124 
ANG VC= 295.7 
I A= 1 . 44€1345 
ANG I A= 180. 1 
18= 1.44624 
At-~1::; IE:= 6(1. 1 
IC= i . 36764 
AHG IC= 3(H3. 1 
HA. OF.:DEF.:= 6 
VA= . ~3553 
At~G 1 • ..'A= :::7. 1 
VB= .0614 
ANG VB= 327. 1 
f,}[:= . ~::169::i 
RHG 1.)C= 207. 1 
I A= . 0:?.0565 
AHG IA= 79.7 
IB= .€160915 
ANG IB= 319.7 
IC= . (17323 
ANG IC= 199.7 
HA. OF.:DEF.'.= 7 
VA= 5 .. 34 76 
ANG 1.}A= 146. 7 
VB= 4.517::: 
ANG 1.}8= 26. 7 
VC= 4.627 
ANG VC= 266.7 
IA= . 382785 
ANG IA= 155.5 
IB= .339945 
ANG IB= 35.5 
IC= . 371385 
AHG IC= 275.5 
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T E S T 
Resultant Waveform of Harmonics 1st + 5th 
Resultant RMS Values 
of 3 phase components 
Analogue Meters readings 
of 3 phase power supply 
DEVIATION 
( % ) 
VA= 69. 729::;6u::17li1 6_<t·L + r· <t g 
VE:= 7~3. 41636742~~11 ~g_._s___________ ~ ~__:3 ___ _ 
VC= 68. 88~39356176 ( B~ - O· OJ. 
I A= 3 . 6 37307 5:394 7 ______ -_-_ _,3-:5 '1 ==~=--=-====-±L_:_'J.~_9_ __ _ 
I B = 3 . 6 51 8 9 7 0 6 2 ~j 6 s · 6_!2_ _________________ ::tJ:.±z. 













FUND. FREQ.= 50.1 HZ 
HA. OF.:DEF.:= 1 
i,_,IA= 67. 49004 
Pt·iC; '.)H= t.::1 
i,}B= 6:=:. ~32~:12 
At·iG i,_.if:= 240 
1.}C= 66. i3932 
fit-tG 1.}C= 120 
IA= 3.456435 
Pr·H:; I A= . 6 
IB= 3.46626 
AHG IE:= 240. 6 
IC= 3. 6070::: 
At-4G IC= 1:20.6 
HA. OF:DEF.:= 2 
11}A= . 36:::;:~ 
At·iG 1.}A= :::7.::: 
A t-H:; 1 •• $ = 3 2 7 . B 
I A= . 00393 
ANG IA= 95.7 
I 8= . 0034~::J5 
At·iG I B= T35. 7 
IC= . ~~H35:395 
RHG IC= ;:·15.7 
HA. OF:DER= -~· 
1,_.IA= . 461 
AHG 1.)fl= 33::;. ::: 
VB= . 46:::::'.' 
At·~c; il.,jB= ~: 1 e.::: 
•._.IC= . 4532 
At·iG 1 .. 1r:= 9:::. ::: 
IA= .112~305 
At-41:; IR= 342. 6 
I B= . 12327 
ANG IE:= 222.6 
IC= . 113755 
ANG IC= 1 ~32. 6 
HA. ORDEF.:= 4 
1,.JA= . ~3922 
A t·4 G i,}A= ::: 1 . :3 
l,}8= . (1:344 
At·iG i,_.18= 3:21 . ::: 























i,}B= 272. 6 
i::::. 2414 
r,}C= 152.6 
I A= 1 . ~39:::435 
At·H:; I A= 40 
I B= 1 . (t72:::9 
At·4G I B= 2:::0 
IC= 1.0:31625 
At·H:; IC= 16(1 
HA. OF.:DEF.:= 6 
!,.JR= . (1922 
At·4G 1.Jfi= -2. 2 
1)8= . 1 ~344 
At-~G '.}E:= 237.::: 
~ . 'C= . 0::: 11 
At·iG i,JC= 11 7. f: 
I A= . (107H6 
At·H:; I A= H1. 4 
I 8= . 007:::6 
Ar·iG I 8= 250. 4 
IC= . 005:395 
At·H:; IC= 13(1. 4 
HA. OF.:DEP= 7 
•.}A= 4. 7~322 
At-~G 1.iA= 229. 5 
VB= 4.:3866 
R~~G 1.}8= 109. 5 
VC= 4.4256 
RHG VC= 349.5 
IA= .249555 
At-~G IA= 231. 4 
IB= .26331 
AMG I 8= 111 . 4 
IC= .245625 
At~G IC= 351. 4 
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HA. OFWEP= 1 
V0= .57472508458 
ANG V0= -75.4436671604 
'..'+= 67. 2izq 1466667 
AHG I,}+= (1 
V-= .57472508458 
ANG V-= 75.4436671604 
10= .048660227343 
ANG I0= 123.941462927 
l+= 3.509925 
ANG I+= .599999999994 
I-= 4.86602273413E-2 
ANG I-= -122.741462929 
HA. OF.:DEP= 2 
l,}(1= . ~3052 
ANG V0= -152.199999997 
V+= . 374 
ANG i,l+= :::?. 8 
V-= 5.20000000017E-3 
ANG V-= -32.2000000001 
10= 7.57809342777E-4 
ANG 10= -155.836386237 
I+= .tH3441 
AtiG I+= 95.7 
1-= 7.57809342773E-4 
ANG I-= -12.7636137631 
HA. ORDER= 7 ·-· 
V0= 4.50333209933E-3 
ANG V0= -111 .199999999 
'..'+= . 461 
A~~G '.j+= -21 . 2 
V-= 4.50333209977E-3 
ANG V-= 68.7999999979 
10= 3.49998373027E-3 
ANG I0= -145.69895992 
I+= .116343333333 
At·~G I+= -17. 4 
I-= 3.49998373013E-3 
ANG I-= 110.898959921 
HA. OPDEP= 4 
V0= 3.69789730043E-3 










ANG I 0= 154. 5 
I+= 7.5383333333E-3 
ANG I+= 94.5 
1-= 3.21666666666E-4 
ANG I-= 34.4999999999 
HA. OPDER= C" ·-' 
V0= .48711751264 
ANG V0= 146.81108775 
V+= 17.2721333333 
ANG V+= 32.6 
V-= .487117512627 
ANG V-= -81.6110877495 
10= 7.4960113458E-3 
ANG 10= 59.6570369813 
l+= 1.08431666667 
ANG I+= 39.9999999999 
1-= 7.49601134547E-3 
ANG I-= 20.3429630469 
HA. ORDER= 6 
v~J= 6.72862871953E-3 
ANG V0= -93.7613175901 
V+= 9.25666666667E-2 
ANG 1.,t+= -2. 2 
V-= 6.72862871943E-3 













HA. ORDER= 7 
V0= .133963494198 
ANG V0= 146.086775553 
V+= 4.67146666667 
ANG V+= -130.5 
V-= .133963494194 
ANG V-= -47.0867755539 
10= 5.36140606547E-3 
ANG 10= 123.61634884 
I+= . 25283 
ANG I+= -128.6 
I-= 5.3614060654E-3 
ANG I-= -20.8163488426 












Resultant Waveform of Harmonics 1st + 1 t." 
Resultant RMS Values 
of 3 phase components 
Analogue Meters readings 
of 3 phase power supply 
DEVIATION 
( % ) 
'.}A= 6E:. 4 75;::~;:153145 .tR·l_ ___________________ ~---------------·----···--·-··-----·---+ __ O_:±/, __ _ 
11} E: = 6 6 . 2 6 1 9 5 7 4 7 ~3 6 _fJ_:j__ -········--· ________________________ _:: ___ 3 __ :_9_e __ ._ 
1.}C= 69.i349323:::655_~ _____ _.61·2- + /·23 
I A= 3. ::.:6254413218 _ _1_·7 j·---~~-=--=--------~~~~-=~ +--f.fJ __ _ 
IB= 3. 8t:116442695 _JJ__l____________ .+ , . .so 











FUND. FREQ = 49.9 HZ 
HA. C1 F'.DEF:= 1 
l,)fi= 65. 923 
At·~G •.)A= 0 
VB= 63.5116 
At·4G 1.}E:= 24(t 
l,}C= . 66. 4c'.66 
ANG 1._.iC= 12f1 
IA= 3.680445 
AH1:; I A= 3"57. ::: 
IE:= 3. 6:=!::f3(15 
At·4i~ I B= 233. ::: 
IC= 3.696165 
AMG IC= 117.8 
HA. OPDEP= 2 
1 • ..1A= .l1016 
Ar·4G '·iA= -2. 2 
l,}8= . 0025 
At-4G 1.}B= 237.::: 
'·..'C= . ~3022 













HA. OF:DEF:= 3 
l,}fi= i . 6596 
AMG '·..'A= 195. 6 
VB= 1.4114 
ANG '·..'B= 75. 6 
VC= 1 . 5674 











IC:= 3€17. ;=: 
HA. OF::DEF.:= 4 
1.}A= . 1 i;:44 
ANG 1.}A= 297. B 
1.}B= . 1 :::44 
RMG 1,.CB= 1 77. ::: 
1 qq·::· . -· -·-. 
At·H~ 1 .. ir:= 57. e 
IA= .013755 
At·4G I A= 32Et. :3 
IB= .01965 
At·4G I B= 2€10. 8 
IC= .0135::: 
















1 .. 'B= 147.8 
. 194::: 




I B= 15(1 
. (1393 
IC= 30 












IA= . ~313755 
ANG IA= 257.8 
I 8= . (115:395 
ANG IB= 137.:3 
IC= .~:119125 
AHG IC= 1 7. 8 








1._.iA= 21. 8 
18.~3712 
IJB= 261. 8 
1:3.0854 
1,)(:: 141.8 
IA= 1 .16721 
ANG IA= 18.1 
IB= 1.165245 
AHG IE:= 258.1 
IC= 1.18686 
ANG IC= 138. 1 






















































(;:· ;:;~: ("·:- (-·=· 
.. -.:. .~ . c-·=- (> (> (> 
a: .. ' 1£:- 11'.~ + ~·::. r::J (> i:::· 
r"-·:. .--·:- 1 ... ? (> 
r"J , .., + u~~ Ii.:· r·-. 
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HA. OF:DEF.'.= 1 
V0= .89955816067 
ANG V0= 69.3003073284 
V+= 65.2870666667 
At·~G '.}+= ~3 
V-= .89955816067 
ANG V-= -69.3003073284 
10= 9.03486729683E-2 
ANG 10= 145.900434323 
I+= 3.68630789807 
ANG I+= -3.53309255017 
I-= 8. 12782710507E-2 
ANG I-= 25.688357504 
HA. OF.:DEP= 2 
V0= 2.645?5131108E-4 
ANG V0= -163.093394649 
1)+= . 0(121 
At·~G I,}+= -2. 2 
V-= 2.64575131108E-4 
ANG V-= 158.693394649 
10= 6.27868970753E-4 
ANG I0= -112.414989741 
I+= 2.78733333333E-2 
Al'lG I+= 12. 2 
I-= 6.2786897076E-4 
ANG I-= 136.814989742 
HA. DF'.DEF.:= 3 
V0= 7.24339085723E-2 
ANG V0= -125.958444441 
1.J+= 1 . 54613333333 
At·~G I,)+= -164. 4 
V-= 7.24339085747E-2 
ANG V-= 157. 15844444 
10= 3.49507550387E-3 
ANG 10= -43.697953952 
I+= 9.68816666667E-2 
At-~G I+= -172.2 
I-= 3.4950755039E-3 
ANG I-= 59.297953952 
·----·---- - -· 
HA. OF.'.DEF.:= 4 
V0= 4.9333333334E-3 
ANG V0= 57.8000000011 
V+= .189333333334 
ANG 1.}+= -62. 2 
V-= 4.93333333337E-3 
ANG V-= 177.800000001 
!0= 4.9699527674E-3 
ANG 10= -67.3773691619 
I+= 1.32069436776E-2 
ANG I+= -58.3036964963 
1-= 7.3568006987E-3 
ANG I-= 75.7695297575 
HA. OF.:DEF.:= c:-·-' 
V0= 2.06296173281E-2 
ANG V0= -179.792250039 
V+= .231366666667 
AMG V+= -92.2 
V-= 2.06296173281E-2 
ANG V-= -4.60774996041 
10= i.52414274631E-3 
ANG 10= -6.08884929744 
I+= 3.68366666667E-2 
ANG I+= -90 
1-= 1.52414274631E-3 
ANG 1-= -173.911150703 
HA. OPDEP= 6 
VO= 6.87895340877E-3 
ANG V0= 68.6933946504 
~)+= .1:::10 
ANG 1.}+= -92. 2 
V-= 6.87895340887E-3 
ANG V-= 106.906605351 
10= 1.5607939575iE-3 
ANG I0= 41 .1159788746 
I+= 1.62583333333E-2 
ANG I+= -102.2 
I-= 1.56079395751E-3 
ANG I-= 114.484021125 
HA. OPDER= ? 
V0= .120636331362 
ANG V0= 23.7472685036 
V+= 18.1988666667 
ANG I,)+= 21. 8 
V-= .120636331371 
ANG V-= 19.8527314714 
10= 6.90085320787E-3 
ANG 10= 133.384996063 
I+= 1. 1731(15 
ANG I+= 18.1000000001 
I-= 6.90085320867E-3 
ANG I-= -97.1849960547 















Resultant Waveform of Harmonics 1st + 7th 
Resultant RMS Values 
of 3 phase components 
Analogue Meters readings 
of 3 phase power supply 
DEVIATION 
( . % ) 
'.}A= 6 7 . 9 1 3 916 ::::i 7 3 _______ - ~6 U::_ ___________ . __ ± _ _H_o __ 
VB= 6:::. 34513065::: 1 ~3_.:...l__ ________ _____________ t_ __ f_:_f_f. ___ _ 
'r._.1 ~ = ~4'° (1 . 3 1 4 s 6 6 7 1 6 1 6.:..~·------ _ -----·- __________ ... ___ +. _____ <f._:_o_() __ H= · . 07~356726523 .9~ . - -1- ~ ·U 
I 8 = 3 . 9 0 14106195? 3 ·JS_ ====~~=~=--==-~+--o~i-J ___ _ 











FUND. FREQ.= 50. 1 HZ 
HR. ORDER= 1 
1 • ..'A= 6~5. 7102 
Rt·~G 1 • .JA= ~3 
VB= 66.1144 
AHG 1.)8= 240 
1 .. •r:= 6:::. 043t, 
ANG VC= 120 
IA= 3.90292 
At·~G IA= 3.8 
IE!= 3. 723675 
At·~G I 8=· 243. 8 
IC= 3. :396595 








1.}C:= . 2922 
ANG 1.JC= 2f17. 8 
I A= . 02751 
Rt·~G IA= 95. 6 
I 8= . ~3235::: 
Rt~G IE:= 335.6 
IC= . 02786 
A tH:; IC= 215 . 6 
HA. OPDEF.'.= 3 
I\} A = 3 . 3 9 7 2 
ANG 1.,'A= 80. 1 
VB= 3.5:316 
ANG VB= 320.1 
VC= 3.4894 
ANG 1.}C= 200. 1 
I A= . ~39422 
Rt·H~ IA= 76. 3 
I 8= . 09482 
ANG IB= 316.3 
IC= . 084495 
ANG IC= 196.3 
HA. ORDEF:= 4 
VA= . 46:::::: 
At·~G 1.,'A= 23?. 7 
•.}E!= . 5376 
At·iG 1.)E:= 11 7. 7 
1.)C= . 4454 
ANG 1.}C= 357. 7 
I A= . ~32~3545 
ANG IA= 263.2 
I 8= . ~325545 
ANG iB= 143.2 
IC= . . (12393 
At~G IC= 23. 2 
HA. OPDEP= 5 
1 • ..'A= 1.2 
ANG i,)A= 269. 6 
\}8= 1.19:::6 
ANG 1 • ..'B= 149. 6 
'.}C:= 1 . 2376 












IC= 14. 2 
HA. OF::DEF:= 6 
VA= . 0922 
ANG '.)A= 1 77. 8 
VB= . 0:::32 
R~~G VB= 57. 8 
VC= . ~3:344 
At~G VC= 297. 8 
I A= . 005:395 
ANG IA= 188.4 
IB= . 0ft537 
Rt·H; IB= 68. 4 
IC= . 00786 
ANG IC= 308.4 
HA. ORDEF.'.= 7 
VA= 16.7662 
ANG '..iA= 200. 2 ·· 
•._.18= 16. 596 
ANG 10}8= 80. 2 
VC= 16.9648 
ANG VC= 320.2 
IA= 1.15149 
ANG I A= · 210. 4 
IB= 1.14756 
ANG IB= 90.4 
IC= 1.133805 
"ANG IC= 330.4 
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E30 


































,.,.. .. f.;T:: 














Hf1. OPDEF:= l 
VO= .7199516125?7 











10= 62 0182057005 
5.87225595737E-2 
ANG I-= -54.4182057011 
HA. OF.:DEP= 2 
V0= 9.00666419937E-3 
ANG V0= 177.800000001 
V-= 9.0066641997E-3 
ANG V-= -2.20000000118 
10= 1 .37205846977E-3 
ANG 10= 159.822996488 
I+= 2.63166666667E-2 
At·~G I+= 95.6 
I-= 1.37205846977E-3 
ANG I-= 31.3770035133 
HA. O~:DEF.:= .:.. 
V0= 5.32316948213E-2 
ANG V0= -69.9000000015 
ANG V+= 80.1000000001 
V-= 5.32316948213E-2 
ANG V-= -129.899999999 
!0= 3.34615243397E-3 
ANG 10= 13.3329035276 
I+= .091178333333 
ANG I+= 76.3 
I-= 3.3461524339E-3 
ANG 1-= 139.267096472 
HA. OF.:DEF.:= 4 
V0= 2.76705218198E-2 
ANG V0= 131.829984681 
V+= .483933333333 
A~H:; 1.}+= -122. 3 
V-= 2.76705218195E-2 








10= 101 .648858913 
. ~32334 
I+= -96. t: 
1 .47321360749E-3 
1-= 64.7511410874 
HA. OPDEF.:= 5 
V0= 1.27730619321E-2 
ANG V0= 27.7868341984 
V+= 1.21206666667 
AMG I,}+= -9~3. 4 
V-= .012773061933 
ANG V-= 151.413165802 
I0= 6.05160676557E-4 
ANG 10= -175.410986162 
I+= 1.90533333333E-2 
ANG I+= -105.8 
I-= 6.0516067658E-4 
ANG I-= -36.189013841 
HA. OF.:DEF= 6 
V0= 2.82134719594E-3 
ANG V0= -175.147322973 
V+= 8.66000000003E-2 
ANG I,}+= 1 77. 8 
U-= 2.82134719593E-3 
ANG V-= 170.747322972 
I0= 7.57809342777E-4 
ANG 10= -63.1363862369 
I+= . 006375 
A t·H:; I+= - 1 71 . 6 
I-= 7.57809342777E-4 
ANG I-= 79.9363862373 
HA. OF.:DER= 7 
V0= .106568559077 
ANG V0= -67.2543216625 
•.}+= 16. 7756666667 
At·H:; I,}+= -159. 8 
V-= .106568559017 
ANG V-= 107.65432167 
!0= 5.36140606463E-3 
ANG 10= 162.616348844 
I+= 1.144285 
ANG I+= -149.6 
I-= 5.36140606773E-3 
ANG I-= -101.816348833 
.~----····---











TES T 7 
Resultant Waveform of Harmonics 1st + 3.,-J. + S"t~ +1th 
Resultant RMS Values 
of 3 phase components 
Analogue Meters readings 
of 3 phase power supply 
DEVIATION 
( % ) 
•.m = 44 . 3::: 3f:14 9 20 41 _______ CJ.,~r~· ....,.1 ~-· _. ------------------=-;_. & z. _ 
1.}8= 44. 33736:=:3613 ~t~J L ·:; / 
•.}C= 44. 90420 P35:::3 -'~.; :._.o_ -----~---~---~~-~--=-~=- __ -___ :_ -----~-~:-_o_-0.~. 6_.., __ ~_-__ ··-I A= 2. 675766(15228 --------~ _ _ __ 1'> 
I B= 2. 64 710(139713 "l-...:.1.2:_ ___________________ ::..-Z.~6'f._ 












FUND. FREQ.= 50. 1 
















1 • .JC= 12(1 
2. 24(1235 









A t·4 G 
111-·-
1.1 ,_. -
. i 742 
1i}fl= 2!::9. 5 
. 1 764 
!,}E:= 169. 5 












IC:= 56. 3 
HA. ORDEF.:= 3 
1.}A= 13. 6245 
At·4G 1.}A= 222. 4 
l,}8= 14.1321 
A~4G VB= 102. 4 
VC= 13.9279 
ANG 1.JC= 342. 4 
I A= . 97:::25 
ANG IA= 214.7 
IB= .98216 
ANG IB= 94.7 
IC= .96862 
ANG IC= 334.7 
HZ 
\ 
HA OF.:DEF.:= 4 


















1.}A= -5 6 
. t.~17652 
1 • .JB= :?44 4 
~39864 
1 • ..'C= 124.4 
I A= -1 3 
01537 
IE!= 238 7 
0192~4 
IC= 118.7 
OPDEF'.= C' ·-· 
13 1262 
VA= 124 9 
12. s1-:::11:::B 
',JE:= 4 9 
I,}(:= i 2 5637 








I A= 127. 5 
.870212 
IB= 7 5 
. f:5429 
IC= 247.5 
HA ORDEF.:= 6 
1.}A= 2~341 
ANG 1.}A= 281 2 
VB= 2171 
ANG I,} 8 = 1 61 2 
VC= 1976 
ANG '·K= 41 2 
IA= .~31E:(154 
ANG IA= 272.5 
IB= 021106 
ANG IB= 152. 5 
IC= . 017452 
At·~G IC= 32 5 
HA ORDEF.:= 7 
VA= 10 7~313 
ANG VA= 199.2 
VB= 11 U::1l 7 
ANG VB= 79.2 
VC= 11.5102 
ANG 1.JC= 319. 2 
IA= . 6945 
ANG IA= 201 1 
IB= .675E: 
ANG IB= 81 1 
IC= 7012 
ANG IC= 321 1 




















''j·-. I ~ .. ·•m• 
I . 
I 1 
'"'- . I ymi"'mj 
I~::: ii'"' 
11.,,,11 • .J 



































H A . CIF'. D E F: = l 
V0= . 198944157444 
ANG V0= 99 3534675283 
v+~ 38.7596666667 
ANG 1._.i+= 0 
V-= .198944157444 
ANG V-= -99.3534675283 
I0= 1 .29591733926E-2 






ANG I-= -12.3644584646 
HR. OF.'.DEF.:= -~· 
V0= 2.35395648062E-3 
ANG V0= 65 1520586001 
V+= .177566666667 
ANG V+= -70 4999999999 
V-= 2.35395648022E-3 
ANG V-= 153.847941392 
IO= 1.1591930i432E-3 
ANG I0= -95.298356633 
I+= 4.21513333333E-2 
ANG I+= -63 7000000001 
I-= 1.15919301432E-3 
ANG I-= -32 1016433684 
HA. OF.:DEF'.= 5 
V0= .147442693172 
ANG V0= 66.0268292783 
V+= 13.8946666667 
At·H:; 1.}+= -137. 6 
V-= .147442693183 
ANG V-= 18.773170739 
I0= 4.02324219727E-3 
ANG 10= 138.406979038 
I+= .976343333333 
AHG I+= -145.3 
I-= 4.~2324219693E-3 
ANG I-= -69.0069790391 
HA. OF.:DEF.:= 4 
U0= 1.34214543809E-3 
Rt·ii::; iii~~= 59. 6759761 :=:?!:: 
V+= 8.85023020273E-2 
ANG V+= 978191492941 
V-= 1.16928916388E-2 
ANG V-= -81.8511450922 
10= 1.21266006963E-3 
ANG !0= 65.8106890118 
I+= 1.77766666667E-2 
At·~G I+= -1. 3 
I-= i .21266006962E-3 
ANG I-= -68 4106890117 
HA. OPDEP= 5 
V0= .163013193899 
ANG V0= 99 952618703 
V+= 12.8305933333 
At·4G 1.J+= 124. 9 
V-= .163013193868 
ANG V-= 149.847381296 
10= .009846578306 
ANG I0= -24.6738626511 
I+= . ~:53543 
ANG I+= 127. 5 
I-= 9.84657830573E-3 
ANG I-= -80.3261373501 
HR. OF.'.DEP= 6 
V0= 5.73246117387E-3 
ANG V0= -179.693394652 
V+= .206266666667 
ANI~ 1i}+= -7!3. :3 
V-= 5.73246117387E-3 
ANG V-= 22 0933946498 
H1= 1. 13109641992E-3 
ANG 10= 161.337969067 
I+= 1.88706666666E-2 
At--IG I+= -B7. 5 
I-= 1. 13H19641991E-3 
ANG I-= 23.6620309336 
HA. OF~DER= 7 
~}0= . 233513218767 
ANG V0= -11 .1312434901 
V+= 11 . 1044 
ANG 1.}+= -160. 8 
V-= .233513218742 
ANG V-= 49.5312434828 
I0= 7.6002192947E-3 
ANG 10= -84.1570723442 
I+= . 6905 
ANG I+= -158.9 
I-= 7.60021929513E-3 
ANG I-= 126.357072343 












T E S T 8 
Resultant Waveform of Harmonics 1st + 3rd + .l>t~ + 1 ~"' 
Resultant RMS Values 
of 3 phase components 
Analogue Meters readings 
of 3 phase power supply 
DEVIATION 
( % ) 
VA= 57. 7644.336395 ________ ·!)5..:1:_ + U-5~---· 
..... E: = 5 4 . 7 3 ::: 8 7 9 9 3 1 i >?-=~-- ------------------ -- - .L· 0 2. __ 
VC= 56. 9422 i 375€15 5![3:: ___ ._. _____________ :L±.:.J_tz__ 
I A= 3. 16394054622 3.00. --~------·-------····-:L'r..:.L~--
I E:= 3·_ 26697949:345 ·Q5__ =t __ k-6._rt __ _ 











FUND. FREQ.= 49.9 HZ 
Hf; . OF'.DEF.:= 1 
t,}A= 55.7!2 
Ai·{ 1.:; -./ H= t1 
1 • .r1B= 52. 45s;:: 
AHG 1.}E:= 24i3 
1
u
1r:= 54. !::245 
At·~G 1.)C= 12(1 
IA= 3.0t1124 
At·H:; I A= 1 . 1 
I B= 3. 1 t:1:::?6 
At~G IE:= 241. i 
IC= 3.(H3674 
At·4G IC= 121.1 
HA. OPDEF.'.= 2 
1.}A= . (1::;342 
AHG 1.,iA= 113.1 
1.}E:= . 0:::267 
AUG !)E:= 353. 1 
1,}C:= . (~!:~·19~:; 
Rt·~G '.}C= 233. 1 
I Fl= . (119:::::: 
AMG IA= L:'.0.3 
I B= . (12€176 
Rt·~G·IE:= .3 
rr·= .C"i21(14 
Rt-~1:; . IC= 24f1. 3 
HA. OPDEP= 3 
VA= 10.213::· 
At·4G 1.)A= 216. 9 
1 • .JB= 1~~1. 3426 
RMG i,_.iE:= 96. 9 
1._.iC= . i 0. i39t:7 












HA. OPDEP= 4 
VA= . 1 ~3S5 
Rt·iG 1.}fi= ?07. 2 
1.}E:= . (19:::2 
At·4G 1..iF:= 1 :::7. 2 
1 • .IC= .112.::t. 
At·~G 1 • ..'C= 67. 2 
IA= .(t16P5 
At·H:; I A= 322. 7 
IE:= . 01724 
At·H; IE:= 202. 7 
IC= .01421 
RMG IC= :::2.7 
HA. OF.:DEP= C" ·-· 
1,.Jfl= ::: . 651 7 
At·~G 1.,'A= 14 7. 1 
1.}E:= ::: . :::431 
RMG 1.}E:= 27. 1 
•.}C= ::: . 5462 
ANG 1.}C= 267. 1 
IA= .59223 
Rt·H:; IA= 14~3.5 
IE:= . 57374 
AHG IE:= 2(1.5 
IC:= . 5!324 7 
ANG IC= 26~3. 5 
HA. OF.'.DEP= 6 
1._.IA= . 0:34 7 
A~iG 1 • ..'A= 291 . 6 
1,}E~= . f1768 
A MG 1.} B = 1 7 1 . 6 
•.} 1:: = . (1 ;3 ::: 2 
At·H; 1.}C= 51 . 6 
IA= . (12434 
ANG I fi= 28~3. 1 
I B= . 0224::: 
AMG I B= 160. l 
IC= . 027625 
At·H:; IC= 40. 1 
HA. ORDE~:= 7 
~..'A= 7.3231 
At·~G 1.iA= 19?. 2 
VB= 7.4879 
ANG 1.}B= .77. 2 
• ..JC= 7. 5266 
ANG vc=· 317.2 
IA= .416367 
ANG IA= 2(11. 4 
IB= . 44243 
At·~G IB= Bl. 4. 
IC= . 42344 
AHG IC= 321.4 
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rn I s I 
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1.}0= . '.?70:~;9.;006003 













i0= -121 .50303536 
I+= 1 .1 
. ~:<34959405666 
I-= 123.70303536 
Hfi. OF'.DEF:= 2 
V0= 4. 15B1245771E-4 
ANG V0= 84.4?B0564516 
1,,i+= . 0:::::269 
A t·i G 1.,; + = 1 1 3 . 1 
V-= 4. 1581245776E-4 
ANG V-= 141.721943552 
10= 3.49d7579793E-4 
ANG 10= -73.0728258083 
I+= . ~:::12~356 
At-JG I+= 1:.20. 3 
I-= 3.4947579793E-4 
ANG I-= -46.3271741846 
HA. OF.:DEF.'.= 3 
V0= 7.04448799357E-2 
ANG V0= 125.042543765 
V+= 10.2183666667 
P.NG i,_.i+= -143. 1 
V-= 7.04448799573E-2 
ANG V-= -51 .2425437651 
I0= l.95096338009E-3 
ANG i0= -59.2262940338 
I+= . 69(140266667 
At·4G I+= -139.9 
I-= 1.95096338015E-3 
ANG I-= 139.426294035 
HA. OF'.DEF:'.== 4 
V0= 4.23569487943E-3 
ANG V0= 22.6142884408 
v~= .106366666667 
ANG I,)+= -52. B 
11--· 
1.1 - 4.23569487943E-3 
ANG V-= -128.2142B844 
10= 9.51682720257E-4 
ANG 10= -104.093954611 
I+= .0161 
ANG I+= -37.3000000001 
I-= 9.51682720237E-4 
ANG I-= 29.4939546121 
HA. OPDEF.'= c::-·-' 
V0= B.68951539393E-2 
ANG V0= 47.616826923 
V+= 8.68033333337 
ANG V+= 14 7. 1 
V-= 8.68951539337E-2 
ANG V-= -113.416826923 -
10= 5.3403630758E-3 
ANG 10= 16B.657902368 
I+= .582813333333 
AHG I+= 14(1. 5 
I-= 5.34036307553E-3 
ANG I-= 112.342097636 
HA. OF.:DEF.:= 6 
V0= 3.37161352733E-3 
ANG V0= 9.03763304827 
V+= 8.32333333333E-2 
ANG I,)+= -6:::::. 4 
V-= 3.37161352733E-3 
ANG V-= -145.837633047 
I0= 1 .50410272256E-3 
ANG i~= 19.185109776 
I + = . 0 2 4 ::: 1 5 
ANG I+= -79.9 
I-= 1.50410272257E-3 
ANG I-= -178.985109776 
HA. OF.'.DEF.'.= ? 
V0= .062391675013 
ANG VA= 6.885104994 
V+= 7.44586666667 
ANG I,}+= -162. 8 
V-= .062391675013 
ANG V-= 27.5148950065 
10= 7.78148585543E-3 
ANG 10= 66.1879606987 
I+= .427412333333 
RMG I+= -158.6 
I-= 7.78148585487E-3 
ANG I~= -23.3879606963 
































T E S T 9 
y 
Waveform of Fundamental 
{~f '} . , " ~~ .. 
. :'~'~A~al ague Meters' Read(ngs ·. DEVIATION 
( /. ) 
RMS Values of 3 
phase components 
~· .... __ ~ . 
of 3 phase power 's'uppl y 
60. 4292 _________________ 59. 9 _____________________ _:t_~:.g_z __ . ·---·--
61 • 7 66 _ ___ ___ _________ ________________ 61 • 5 ______________ ________________________ ± __ o.: __ lf:}__ __ _ 
62. 4 724 ----------·- -- ·---------------- 61 • 5 ------ ---------------- - - --- -- _____ -____________ t I· 5 6 .. 
4. 680723 4. 70 ---------- -- O·Y,J ______ _ 
3. 643274 3. 60 ______________ ·· _______________ :f:_/,19 _____ _ 
3. 57 4456 ______________________ 3. 61 _ ______________________ ______________ - / · o 
61.6544 






















3.5437 -·--· -- .. --~--·---- 3. 58 
4.773264 4.75 
E'l-2.. 
-. ______ ------------------- - O· ~'f ___________ _ 
-------------------------=-fL:.J !;" ---------
---- ·------------------------____ -f_I ~2 _______ - ··-
-------------- - O..:_lfJ-_______ _ 
- O· lf?: 
~~~-=~-=-~-=--------------~i~~jj ·-=-
___ -~o·--"-s-; __ _ 
------------"=+-o~a-.6. ____ _ 
----------"--------~· -'-+ 'l-· 61.. 
-- ----- -- -----------~----------_=:..}:...]J 2. __ 















FUHD FF.:EP = 
HA 0 F.: DEF.:= 1 
VA= 6121 42~::2 
ANG i,}A= ~3 
VE:= 61 .· ~ .-I t:1 ti 
R~iG '.}E:= 240 
'.}(:= 62 4724 
At·H:; '·..'C= 120 
IA= 4 6;::0723 
ANG IA= 3 C• ·-· 
IB= 3 643274 
ANG IE:= 243 
IC= 3 574456 
At·~G IC:= 1 :23~. 
FUt·m FF.:EP = 
HA OFWEF.:= i ... 
l,}fi= 61 6544 
At~G i,}A= ~} 
l,}8= 6~3 4!::3 
ANG 1v18= 240 
i.}C= 62 3241 
ANG ' . .'C= 120 
IA= 7 54338 ~-· 
ANG IA= c:- 4 ·-' 
IB= 4 72::;361 
ANG IB= 245 
IC= .;. .. ; :-, .. ,-, a;- •:1"""r1:1 
ANG IC= 1 ·:r C" .... .:.... ·-' 
FUt·iD FF.:EO = 
HA OF.:DEF~= 1 
i.}A= 61 5734 
Rt·iG iv1A= ~::1 
1·..'E:= 62. 334::: 
At~G VB= 24tt 
I,)(:: 59. 0723 
ANG ·vc= 120 
3.6762 

























HA. ORC•EF.:= 1 
V0= .599482013453 
ANG V0= 160.113345716 
V+= 61.5554666667 
A~~G '..I+= 0 
V-= .599482013453 
ANG V-= -160.113345716 
IO= .357836749417 
ANG 10= .617840670755 
I ±-= 3 . 9 6 61 5 
AHG I+= 3.8 
I-= .357836749417 
ANG I-= 6.98215932943 
HA. OF.:DEF.:= 1 
V0= .5379965004 
ANG V0= 81.0730836803 
V+= 61.4870333333 
ANG V+= 0 --
U-= .5379965004 
ANG V-= -81.0730836803 
I 0= . 42351108377 
ANG 10= -112.311599324 
I+= 3.93726333333 
ANG I+= 5.39999999998 
I-= .423511083773 
ANG I-= 123.111599324 
HA. OF.:DER= 1 
V0= .985431540573 
ANG V0= -72.8983743999 
V+= 60.9934333333 
At-.IG 1J+= ij 
V-= .985431540573 
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